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1.

Give an account on:
a) Temple entry movement
b) Brahmo Samaj
c) Position of women in India during 19th century

APPROACH



Write about Vaikom temple entry movement
Write about Raja Ram Mohan Roy’s Brahmo Samaj
Write about position of Indian women during 19th century



A) Temple entry movement


Vaikom, in the northern part of Travancore, became a centre of agitation for
temple entry.



In 1924, the Vaikom Satyagraha led by P. Kesava, was launched in Kerala
demanding the throwing open of Hindu temples and roads to the
untouchables.



The satyagraha was reinforced by jathas from Punjab and Madurai.



Gandhi undertook a tour of Kerala in support of the movement.



Significant work in this direction had already been done by reformers and
intellectuals like Sree Narayana Guru and Kumaran Asan.



K. Madhavan, a prominent social reformer and editor of Deshabhimani, took up
the issue of temple entry with the Travancore administration.



Again in 1931 when the Civil Disobedience Movement was suspended, temple
entry movement was organised in Kerala. Inspired by Kelappan,
poet SubramaniyamTirumambu (the ‘singing sword of Kerala’) led a group of
sixteen volunteers to Guruvayur.



Leaders like Krishna Pillai and A.K. Gopalan were among the satyagrahis.



Finally, on November 12, 1936, the Maharaja of Travancore issued a
proclamation throwing open all government-controlled temples to all Hindus.



A similar step was taken by the Rajagopalachari administration in Madras in
1938.
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B) Brahmo Samaj


Brahmo Samaj was a powerful religious movement in India that contributed
significantly to the development of contemporary India.



It was founded on August 20, 1828, in Calcutta, by Raja Ram Mohan Roy and
Dwarkanath Tagore as a reformation of the prevailing Brahmanism of the time
and it launched the Bengal Renaissance of the nineteenth century, which
pioneered all religious, social, and educational advancements of the Hindu
community.

Features:


Polytheism and idol worship were condemned.



It abandoned belief in incarnations.



It rejected the idea that any text could have ultimate power over human reason
and conscience.



It maintained no firm stance on the doctrines of karma and soul transmigration,
leaving individual Brahmo to believe what they wanted.



The caste system was criticized.



Its primary goal was to worship the everlasting God. Priesthood, ceremonies,
and sacrifices were all condemned.



It centered on prayers, meditation, and scripture reading. It thought that all
religions should be together.

C) Position of Women in India during 19th Century:
1. Sati:


In the ancient India, sati was practiced where women used to burn themselves
after the death of their husbands . But when Raja Ram Mohan Roy came
forward and requested William Bentinck to end this practice

2. Widow re-marriage:


Hindu women were not expected or allowed to marry another man after their
husband’s death and were expected to remain a widow throughout her life and
due to child marriages happening at that time.
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Pandit Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar’s greatest
improvement of the condition of widows .



Despite opposition , he openly advocated widow re-marriage . Soon a powerful
movement in favour of widow re- marriage act was passed in 1856 .

contribution

lies

in

the

3. Child Marriage:


Child marriage has been a major issue in the Indian history and to some extent
it still is in the 21st century .But back then in the 19th century it was very
common .



Girls below 16 year of age were forced to marry a man who’s very older in age .



They were so young and immature at that age ,they even can’t realise what’s
happening with them.



Girls who were victim of child marriage were most likely to face domestic
violence .



They also got pregnant at a very young age and the risk of dying during giving
birth at such young age is very high and the probability of survival for the child
is also very low.

4. Women Education:


In the 19th century under British India , women education was to teach middle
class British women – ‘how to become a perfect marriage material for upper
class Britishers .



There was no education provided to make women’s life better .



This culture was inherited from Britishers to Indian women also .



At that time it was considered that education further than household work can
effect women’s fertility in a bad-way.



Pandit Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar was a major supporter of women’s education
and helped to establish the Bethuneschool , the first Indian school for girls ,
in 1849. As inspector of schools, Vidyasagar opened a number of schools for
girls in the districts under his charge.



Jyotirao Govindrao Phule was also started a school for the educaton of girls of
the lower castes.
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2. Write short notes on :
a) Sabha and Samiti
b) Kautilya’s Arthashastra

APPROACH



Write about Sabha and Samiti during Vedic period
Write about Kautilya’s Arthashastra

A. Sabha and Samiti:
Sabha:


The term Sabha denotes both the assembly (in early Rig-Vedic) and the
assembly hall (Later Rig-Vedic).



Women who were called Sabhavati also attended this assembly.



It was basically a kin-based assembly and the practice of women attending it
was stopped in later-Vedic times.



RigVeda speaks of the Sabha also as a dicing and gambling assembly, along
with a place for dancing, music, witchcraft, and magic.



It discussed pastoral affairs and performed judicial and administrative functions
and exercised judicial authority.

Samiti


Samiti was a folk assembly in which people of the tribe gathered for transacting
tribal business.



It discussed philosophical issues and was concerned with religious ceremonies
and prayers.



References suggest that the Rajan was elected and re-elected by the Samiti.

The difference between Sabha and Samiti:


In the beginning, there was no difference between the Sabha and the Samiti.
Both were called daughters of Prajapati. Both were mobile units led by chiefs
who kept moving along with the forces.



The only difference between Sabha and Samiti seems to be the fact that Sabha
performed judicial functions, which the Samiti did not.
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Later, the Sabha became a small aristocratic body and Samiti ceased to exist.

B. Kautilya’s Arthashastra:
Introduction:


The Arthashastra is a Sanskrit book on statecraft, political science, economic
policy, and military strategy written in ancient India. The text's author is
typically assigned to Kautilya, also known as Vishnugupta and Chanakya.
Emperor Chandragupta Maurya's instructor and guardian was the latter, a
scholar at Takshashila.

The Welfare state


Arthashastra lays the intellectual basis for India to become the world's first
welfare state.



He advocated for welfare in all areas. He didn't just talk about human wellbeing; he also talked about animal welfare.



He advocated for the protection of livelihoods, the poorer sections of society,
consumer protection, and even the welfare of convicts.



The King's dharma is to defend his people in a reasonable, fair, and liberal
manner.

Good Governance:


According to Arthashastra, effective governance is associated with peace and
order, which may be achieved via the collaboration of many forces in a society.



The leader is the first of these elements. The leader is held accountable for
everything that occurs in a community.



Kautilya was well-versed in several facets of governance, including taxation,
diplomacy, commerce, business, and administration.



'The aim justifies the means,' is said to be the foundation of Kautilyan ideas. The
means and purposes of governance are political power and material prosperity.

Foreign trade:


The Arthashastra encourages international trade and encourages the monarch
to participate in it through his trade overseer.
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He should allow concessions to stimulate the import of items manufactured in
other nations.



And those who transport such goods via sea. He should exempt them from
taxes, allowing them to earn a profit.

Taxation:


He emphasizes justice, tax structure stability, fiscal federalism, avoiding heavy
taxes, maintaining tax compliance, and subsidies to stimulate capital
development.



He favoured restricting the State's taxing authority, having modest tax rates,
maintaining a steady increase in taxes, and, most crucially, establishing a tax
system that maintained compliance.



Ideally, the government should collect taxes and provide social services.
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3. Give an account on :
a) Rajatharangini
b) Al-Biruni’s Kitab-ul Hind

APPROACH



Write about Kalhana’s Rajatharangini
Write about Al-Biruni’s Kitab-ul Hind

A. Rajatharangini


Rajatarangini, work of Kalhana, a 12th century CE poet, is a work of great
importance in knowing the history of Kashmir. It is an unbiased work of the
past that possesses great historical insight. It is a Sanskrit account of the
various advent of Islam.

Sources used to write Rajatarangini:


The first three chapters of the book have been written with the help of the
written and oral tradition along with chronicles which were based on these
traditions.



The sources for last two chapters of this book were his contemporaries, fellowcountrymen and his own memory and from his father.



Thus most of the incidents were witnessed by him and the events from the
previous two generations were got narrated by his father who held key
position in the politics of their times.

Content of Rajatarangini:


Books I-III throw light on the time period from earliest times to the beginning of
Karakota Dynasty.



Book I writes about various imaginary tales of Kashmir kings weaving them
with epic legends. It is said that Gonanda was the first king and who was a
contemporary and an enemy of the Hindu deity Krishna. It also mentions
references to Mauryan emperors Ashoka and Jalauka, Kushan kings Huviska,
and Kanishka along with a Huna king, Mihirakula.



A new lineage of kings is seen in Book II starting with Pratapaditya I to Aryaraja.
Book III refers to the reign of Meghavahana of Gonanda and mentions the brief
reign of Matrigupta, a likely contemporary of Vikramaditya Harsha of Malwa
and as mentioned, the book ends with the establishment of the Karkota
dynasty by Durlabhaka Pratapaditya II.
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It is the Book IV in which Rajatarangini adopts the role of a historical narrative.
The Karkota line came to an end with the usurpation of the throne by
Avantivarman which gave way to the Utpala dynasty in 855.



History of these dynasties continues in books V and VI until 1003 when a new
dynasty, Lohara took over. Book VII narrates the period of the death of King
Harsha in 1101



Book VIII talks about the events that happened between the death of Harsha
and stabilization of power under Jayasimha, Kalhana's contemporary.



Rajatarangini speaks about how a powerful king can save Kashmir and how fate
plays a role in the destiny of man. According to Kalhana, a king who has a firm
control over his kingdom and his benevolent towards the people and their
wishes, is an ideal king. He has expressed his disapproval of the feudal chiefs
and feudalism, who happened to be the cause of anarchy and chaos in Kashmir.



Perhaps one of the intentions behind writing the Rajatarangini was to remind
and inspire the king with the ancient glory of the land and to put an end to
disorder.

B. Al-Biruni’s Kitab-ul Hind


Al-Biruni was born in 973, in Khwarizm in present day Uzbekistan.



Al-Biruni received the best education available at the time. He was well versed
in several languages: Syriac, Arabic, Persian, Hebrew and Sanskrit.



In 1017, when Sultan Mahmud invaded Khwarizm, he took several scholars and
poets back to his capital, Ghazni; Al-Biruni was one of them. He arrived in
Ghazni as a hostage.



Al-Biruni's Kitab-ul-Hind, written in Arabic, is simple and lucid.



Al-Biruni adopted a distinctive structure in each chapter, beginning with a
question, following this up with a description based on Sanskritic traditions,
and concluding with a comparison with other cultures.



Al-Biruni depended almost exclusively on the works of Brahmanas, often citing
passages from the Vedas, the Puranas, the Bhagavad Gita, the works of
Patanjali, the Manusmriti, etc., to provide an understanding of Indian society.



Al-Biruni tried to explain the caste system by looking for parallels in other
societies.



Al-Biruni's has given account of the system of vamas.
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Kitab-ul-Hind:


Kitab-ul-Hind was written by Al-Biruni in 1031.



It was considered with India and also known by the name of Tarikh-ul-Hind and
Tahqiq-ma-ul-Hind.



It was written in Arabic.



It is divided into 80 Chapters.



They have thrown a detailed light on Hindu religions and philosphy, festivals,
customs and tradition, the social and economic as well as political life of the
people.



In each chapter he adopted a distinctive style and had a question in the
beginning.



It was followed by a description based on Sanskrit tradition, At last he compare
the India culture with other culture.



This geometric structure he followed is known for its precision and
predictability.



The main reason for this structure was Al-Biruni’s mathematical orientation.
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4. Write short note on:
a) Idealism.
b) Fabianism.

APPROACH



Write about Idealism
Write about Fabianism

A. Idealism


J. S. Ross briefly describes idealistic philosophy in the following words:



“Idealistic philosophy takes many and varied forms, but the postulate
underlying all is that mind or spirit is the essential world-stuff, that the true
reality is of a mental character”.



Idealism gives more emphasis on mental and spiritual aspects rather than
material or the ‘physical world’. “It contends that material and physical universe
is not a complete expression of reality. It is subordinate to a higher type of
reality, a spiritual universe, a universe of ideas and values”.

FEATURES OF IDEALISM:


The following are the main stand-points of the idealistic school of philosophy:
i.

“Ideas are to ultimate cosmic significance”.

ii.

Emancipation of spirit.

iii. Spirit and intellect are of supreme value and not physical matter.
iv. Realization of higher values of life.
v. Ultimate aim is to achieve the three absolutes; truth, beauty and goodness.
vi. Moral and cultural possession are of greater importance.
vii. Man discovers, and not invent those ideals.
viii. Man should control the physical environment through his spiritual, cultural
and moral possessions.
ix. Spiritual nature is the essence of life.
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B. Fabianism.


Fabian socialism, founded in 1884, is a form of socialism that advances the
principles of democratic framework to achieve gradual conversion to socialism
rather than by revolutionary overthrow. This originated from the movement for
the Utopian socialism.

The characteristics of Fabian socialism are:


Fabian socialism is gradual in nature, a slow and steady process. There is no
place for abruptness. The socialism proceeds step by step with people
participation and extension of democratic rights.



It feels the necessity of ‘State’ as an ultimate arbiter of all disputes. Though
power shall be rested in the hands of the state, there shall be no opportunity to
exercise it arbitrarily.



It advocates nationalization of key industries in the economic structure of the
society, but did not support management of entire economy by state.



State has to improve the conditions and make way for socialism without
curbing freedom.



Control of state or parliament over the economy to stop development of
aberration.



It includes parliamentary processes like Universal Adult Franchise, periodic
elections; enact laws by representatives etc. for the functioning of society.



It is against complete revolution or armed struggle as it believes that it can
ensure only temporary relief but in the long run may cause disastrous results.



Permeation or privileged membership: This form of socialism was also
exclusively membered by intellectuals or the higher class. They were believed
to directly influence or actively ensure the spread of Fabians.



Emphasis on the possibility of reasonable reconstruction of government and
society on what they perceived as a scientific basis.
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5. Discuss:
a) Malabar Rebellion
b) Paika Rebellion

APPROACH


Write about Malabar Rebellion
Write about Paika Rebellion



A.) Malabar Rebellion:
Reasons:


The trigger of the uprising came from the Non-Cooperation Movement
launched by the Congress in 1920 along with the Khilafat agitation.



The anti-British sentiment fuelled by these agitations affected the Muslim
Mapillahs (also known as Moplahs) of south Malabar region of Kerala.



New Tenancy Laws: After the death of Tipu Sultan in 1799 in the Fourth AngloMysore War, Malabar had come under British authority as part of the Madras
Presidency.



The British had introduced new tenancy lawsthat tremendously favoured the
landlords known as Janmis and instituted a far more exploitative system for
peasants than before.



The new laws deprived the peasants of all guaranteed rights to the land, share
in the produce they earlier got and in effect rendered them landless.



The Communal Angle: Most of the landlords were Namboodiri Brahmins while
most of the tenants were Mapillah Muslims.

The Revolt:


Fuelled by the fiery speeches by Muslim religious leaders and anti British
sentiments, the Mopillahs launched a violent rebellion.



Numerous actions of violence were reported and series of persecutions were
committed both against the British and the Hindu landlords.



In the initial stages, the movement had the support of Mahatma Gandhi and
other Indian nationalist leaders, but as it turned violent they distanced
themselves from it.
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By the end of 1921, the rebellion was crushed by the British who had raised a
special battalion, the Malabar Special Force for the riot.

B. ) Paika Rebellion:


The Paikas “paiko”, means ‘foot soldiers’ were a class of military retainers had
been recruited since the 16th century by kings in Odisha from a variety of social
groups to render martial services in return for hereditary rent-free land and
titles.



The Paika Bidroha (Paika Rebellion) of 1817 took place nearly 40 years before
the first sepoy mutiny.



Bakshi Jagabandhu Bidyadhar Mohapatra Bharamarbar Rai, the highest-ranking
military general of Mukund Dev II, and erstwhile holder of the lucrative
Rodanga estate, led an army of Paikas to join the uprising of the Kondhs.They
confronted the British on 2nd April 1817.



The Paikas were supported by the rajas, zamindars, village heads and ordinary
peasants. The rebellion quickly spread to different parts of the province.



Government buildings in Banapur were set on fire, policemen killed and the
British treasury looted.



When the British arrived they were peasant militias of the Gajapati ruler
Mukund Dev II, of Odisha.



The Paikas lost their estates when the new colonial establishments and land
revenue settlements of the British came into force.



Establishment of British rule in Odisha was followed by a policy of repression
against the Paikas. They lost their traditional position in the society and their
lands were taken away.



The continuous interference in the economy and revenue systems led to
exploitation and oppression of the peasants and farmers eventually triggering a
rebellion against the British.
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6. Write an essay on Pallava administration?

APPROACH



Write about Pallava administration
Their Monarchy, Army, Revenue, Council of Ministers, Judiciary, Local
administration.

Pallava Administration:
Extention:


The Pallava capital was Kanchipuram.



Their territories at the height of their powers extended from the northern part
of Andhra Pradesh to River Kaveri in the South.



During the seventh century, the Cholas were reduced to a marginal state by the
authority of the Pallavas.



Vatapi (Badami) was occupied by the Pallava king Narasimhavarman who
defeated the Chalukyas.



The Kalabhra uprising was crushed by the Pandyas, Chalukyas and the Pallavas
jointly. The Kalabhras were protesting against the numerous land grants
(Brahamadeya) to Brahmanas made by the Brahmanic rulers of the three
dynasties.

Monarchy:


The Pallavas had followed the system of monarchy. The king was the head of
the kingdom. Hereditary succession to the throne had been in practice.
Normally, the eldest son would be the next ruler. The Paliava kings had
considered themselves as the representatives of God. They had assumed many
titles like Maharaja, Maharajathi Raja and Dharma Rajathiraja. These titles
indicate the imperial power of the Pallava kings. The Pallava kings had also
claimed a divine origin.

Council of Ministers:


There was an efficient Council of Ministers in the Pallava kingdom. The
Ministers were known as Amatyas. They were given titles such as
Uthamaseelan, Brahmarajan and Peraraiyan. The Minister carried out the orders
of the king. They had also rendered their co-operation and service to the king in
all matters of administration. Besides the Council of Ministers, there were many
officials to look after each department of the Pallava administration.
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Judiciary:


There were three types of courts in the Pallava kingdom. The highest judicial
organization was called Dharmasena. The king acted as its head. The courts in
the towns were known as Adikarnas. The village courts were called as Karnas.
The village Sabhas also acted as courts in settling the civil disputes in the
villages. Punishments were not cruel and harsh. Fines were also imposed along
with punishment.

Army:


The Pallavas had possessed a strong and big army. There were four divisions in
the army. They were infantry, cavalry, elephants and chariots. The cavalry
played a vital role in the wars. The Pallavas also had a Navy. Narasimhavarman I
had sent two naval expeditions to Sri Lanka.

Revenue:


Land tax was the main source of income to the government. There were also
other taxes. The copperplates and inscriptions of the Pallavas mention eighteen
kinds of taxes. The number of lakes, tanks, wells, rivers and trees were counted
for the purposes of taxation. Taxes were known by different names such as
Kaanam, Irai, Paatam, and Poochi. For example, the term Kusakaanam refers to
the tax on potters and Than Irai to the tax on weavers. Taxes were also levied
on oil-pressers, toddy-tapers, washer men, goldsmiths and cattle-breeders. The
chief items of expenditure of the government were the royal court, public
works and temple grants. An officer called as Kumaranpandaram managed the
royal palace.

Local administration:


The existence and the functioning of the local bodies constitute an important
aspect of the Pallava administration. The administrative units called Nadu and
Oor. The respective committees had administered these divisions. The
committee of Nadu was known as Naattar. They carried out the king’s orders
and looked after the administration of Nadu.



The Sabha or Committee in each Oor or Village was in charge of the village
administration. The members of Oor Sabha were known as Perumakkal. Each
Sabha was divided into separate committees called Vaariyams. Each Vaariyams
had looked after the administration of temple, irrigation tanks and village
gardens. Thus, the village administration was well organized during the Pallava
rule. It can be said that the Pallavas had laid the foundation for the future
expansion of village administration during the Later Cholas
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7.

Explain the contribution of Extremists Leaders in the Indian
national movement.

APPROACH


Write about Extremist movement and their principles
Write about the important leaders who belong to extremist ideology



Intro:


The rise of extremism on the Indian political scene was not sudden. In fact it
had been growing steadily since the uprising of 1857.



Though the uprising was brutally suppressed by the British, the ideas
of ‘Swadharma’ and ‘Swaraj’, which had kindled the uprising continued to linger
on as an undercurrent among the Indian people



The ‘peaceful’ methods used by the moderate leaders were not effective in
making the British Government accept their demands.



As a result a number of politically conscious people became frustrated and
disillusioned.



At the end of the 19th century, a strong feeling arose among the people that
more radical political action was needed to force the British to accept popular
demands

Various international events also gave impetus to the growth of extremism in India.


Revolutionary movements in Ireland, Russia, Egypt, Turkey, China and the Boer
War in South Africa made the Indian leaders aware that the British rule could
only be challenged by putting a united stand against it



The defeat of the Italian Army by the Ethiopians in 1896, and the Russian Army
by the Japanese in 1905, showed that the Europeans were not invincible



All these instilled a sense of self-respect and self-confidence in the Indian
Nationalists



They became prominent after the Partition of Bengal in 1905



Their radical ideology and programme became popular during the movement
against Partition of Bengal, also known as the ‘Swadeshi Movement’
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Ideology and Methods:


Unlike moderates, the extremist leaders neither believed in the goodness of
the British rule nor in their sense of justice and fair play



Since exploitation of India was the chief motive of the British, the extremists
did not expect them to take a sympathetic view of the popular demands of the
Indian people.



Therefore, it was necessary to use pressure to make them accept the demands,
not by petitioning or praying like the moderates, but by openly agitating
against them



The Extremist programme involved the following activities:
1.

‘Boycott’ of foreign goods and promotion of ‘Swadeshi’ goods to give
impetus to the growth of indigenous industry and commerce.

2.

Non-cooperation with the bureaucracy; this included ‘boycott’ of
governmental activities.

3.

Establishment of schools and colleges that gave education in the Indian
languages and instil in the students pride for the glorious heritage of India,
make the students nationalistic and public spirited in character and
knowledgeable, self-reliant and independent in spirit

4. ‘Passive Resistance’ to British rule by non-payment of revenue and taxes
and by organising separate ‘indigenous administrative institutions’ parallel
to those of the British at the level of villages, talukas and districts
5.

Public meetings and processions emerged as major methods of mass
mobilisation. Simultaneously they were forms of popular expression

6. The swadeshi spirit also found expression in the establishment of swadeshi
textile mills, soap and match factories, tanneries, banks, insurance
companies, shops, etc. These enterprises were based more on patriotic
zeal than on business acumen
7.



Further, The Extremist leaders disfavoured the use of violence against
British rule and did not approve the methods of political murder and
assassination used by the Indian revolutionaries.

However, they did take a sympathetic view of the activities of the
revolutionaries
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Prominent leaders of the Extremist Period
Lala Lajpat Rai


Known as the Lion of Punjab



He found the National School at Lahore under the influence of Arya Samaj



He had travelled to America in 1907 and immediately caught up similarities
between the ‘colour-caste’ practised there and the caste system prevalent in
India.



In 1917, he even founded the Indian Home Rule League of America there.



In 1928, British Government decided to send Simon Commission to India to
discuss constitutional reforms.In 1929, when the Commission came to India
there were protests all over India. Lala Lajpat Rai himself led one such
procession against Simon Commission. His slogan was “Simon Go back”.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak


He was also known as Lokamanya Tilak



He found the Deccan Education Society and was the co-founder of Fergusson
College



He gave the slogan, ”Swaraj is my birthright and I shall have it”



Kesari(Hindi) and Mahratta(English) were the newspapers started by him



Tilak was the “Father of the Indian Unrest.”



He started the All India Home Rule League in 1916

Bipin Chandra Pal


He is known as the father of revolutionary thoughts in India



He used his literary expertise to write against the use of British goods,
advocating Indians to start using Swadeshi goods instead.



He was of a strong opinion that a mass reliance on Swadeshi goods would help
people get rid of their poverty.



Together the above leaders were referred to as the Lal-Bal-Pal triumvirate of
assertive nationalists

Aurobindo Ghosh


He started an English newspaper called Bande Mataram
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8. Comment on :
a) Poona Pact
b) Partition of India

APPROACH



Write about Poona Pact
Write about Partition of India

A. Poona Pact:


Poona Pact, (September 24, 1932) was an agreement between Hindu leaders in
India granting new rights to Dalits, which resulted in the reservation of
electoral seats for the depressed classes in the legislatureof British India in 1932



The pact, signed at Poona, resulted from the Communal Award of August 4,
1932, a proposal by the British government which would allot seats in the
various legislatures of India to the different communities in an effort to resolve
the various tensions between communal interests



It was signed by Ambedkar on behalf of the depressed classes and by Madan
Mohan Malviyaon behalf of Hindus and Gandhi, as a means to end the fast that
Gandhi was undertaking in jail

Features of Poona Pact:


There shall be electoral seats reserved for the Depressed Classes out of general
electorate



Election to these seats shall be by joint electorates subject to following
procedure: Where, all members of the Depressed Classes registered in the
general electoral roll of a constituency were to form an electoral college, which
would elect a panel of four candidates, belonging to the Depressed Classes for
each of such reserved seats by the method of the single vote, and four persons
getting the highest number of votes in such primary elections shall be the
candidates for election by the general electorate



The representation of the Depressed Classes in the Central Legislature shall
likewise be on the principle of joint electorates



In the Central Legislature, 18% of the seats allotted to the general electorate for
British India in the said legislature shall be reserved for the Depressed Classes



The seats reserved for the depressed classes were increased from 71 to 147 in
provincial legislatures
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There shall be no disabilities attached to anyone on the ground of his being a
member of the Depressed Classes in regard to any election to local bodies or
appointment to the public services.



Every endeavour shall be made to secure a fair representation of the Depressed
Classes in these respects, subject to such educational qualifications as may be
laid down for appointment to the Public Services



In every province out of the educational grant, an adequate sum shall
be earmarked for providing educational facilities to the members of Depressed
Classes.

B. Partition of India:


The Partition of India was the division of the Presidencies and Provinces of
British India conceived under the two-nation theory that resulted in formation
of two independent dominions, India and Pakistan, in the British
Commonwealth of Nations. The Indian Independence Act 1947 partitioned
British India bringing an end of the British Raj. At midnight of 14–15 August 1947,
India and Pakistan emerged legally as two self-governing countries.

Mountbatten Plan:


Lord Mountbatten was appointed by Clement Attlee as the last Viceroy of India
on February 20, 1947, and was delegated the responsibility of supervising
transition of British India into independent India by June 30, 1948. He was
instructed to avoid partition of India maintaining a united India by transferring
autonomy and was also advised to adjust to changing situation so as to
withdraw British out with minimal reputational damage.



On June 3, 1947, he announced a plan at a press conference famously known as
the ‘Mountbatten Plan’ as also the date of independence as August 15, 1947.
The plan that included partition of the Muslim-majority provinces of Bengal and
Punjab accomplished the actual partition of British India into two separate
dominions of India and Pakistan. The areas with Hindu and Sikh majority were
assigned to new India while the Muslim-majority areas were assigned for the
new state of Pakistan. Patel gave his nod and lobbied with Nehru and other
Congress leaders to agree with the plan.



Although Gandhi was still against partition, Congress approved the plan and
Patel supervised the division of public assets while representing India on the
Partition Council.



Pakistan garnered one-third of the Indian Army, two of the major metropolitan
cities out of six and two-fifth of the Indian railway lines. Patel and Nehru also
went on to select the Indian council of ministers. On the other hand the Muslim
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League also approved the proposal as their demands for a separate state was
accomplished.


Others including Master Tara Singh representing the Sikhs and B. R. Ambedkar
representing the Untouchable community also approved the plan.

Indian Independence Act 1947:


The British Parliament on July 18, 1947 passed the Indian Independence Act
1947. The Act led to the partition of British India into the two new independent
dominions of India and Pakistan and discarded the suzerainty of the British over
the princely states.



The independent federal dominion of Pakistan that included two enclaves, East
Pakistan (presently Bangladesh) and West Pakistan (modern-day Pakistan),
geographically separated by India came into existence on August 14, 1947 with
Muhammad Ali Jinnah as its first Governor General.



India became an independent dominion in the British Commonwealth of
Nations on August 15 that year and Jawaharlal Nehru took oath as the Prime
Minister while Mountbatten became the nation’s first Governor General.



Gandhi, the Father of the Nation, chose to be in Calcutta during partition where
he made effort in stopping communal rioting, vowed to spend the
Independence Day by keeping fast and spinning and worked with the newly
migrated refugees.



The boundary demarcation line between India and Pakistan, famous as the
Radcliffe Line, named after its architect, Sir Cyril Radcliffe, was published on
August 17, 1947.
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9. Analyse the causes responsible for the decline of the
Mauryas.

APPROACH


Write about Action against Brahmin’s, Ashoka’s Policy, Disintegration of
provinces, Development of new weapons, Financial crisis, Highly centralized
administration.

Brahmanical Reaction:


The anti-sacrifice attitude of Buddhism and Ashoka brought much loss to the
Brahmanas, who lived on the gifts made to them in various kinds of sacrifices.



In spite of the tolerant policy of Ashoka, the Brahmanas developed some kind
of antipathy towards him. They wanted a policy that would favour them and
uphold existing interests and privileges.



These Brahmana dynasties performed the Vedic sacrifices, which were
abandoned by Ashoka.

Financial Crisis:


The enormous expenditure on the maintenance of the huge army and
payment to bureaucrats, the largest regiment of officers, created a financial
crisis for the Mauryan empire.



It appears that the large grants to the Buddhist monks by Ashoka made the
royal treasury empty and in order to meet the expenses they had to melt the
images made of gold.



The cost of establishing settlements on the newly cleared land also must have
strained the treasury, as the people settling on these lands initially were
exempted from tax.

The partition of the Empire:


After the death of Ashoka, the Mauryan Empire split into two halves – western
and eastern parts. This weakened the empire.



Kalhana, the author of the work Rajatarangini which is an account of Kashmir’s
history, says that after Ashoka’s death, his son Jalauka ruled over Kashmir as an
independent ruler.



This partition resulted in invasions from the northwest.
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Highly centralised administration:


Historian Romila Thapar is of the view that the highly centralised administration
under the Mauryas became a problem with the later Mauryan kings who were
not as efficient administrators as their predecessors.
1.

Powerful kings like Chandragupta Maurya and Ashoka could control the
administration well. But weak rulers led to a weakening of the
administration and ultimately led to the empire’s disintegration.

2.

Also, the sheer vastness of the Mauryan Empire meant that there had to be
a very effective ruler at the centre who could keep coherent all the regions.

3.

A weakening of the central administration coupled with a large distance to
communicate also led to the rise of independent kingdoms.

Weak monarchs after Ashoka:


The successors of Ashoka were weak kings who could not carry the burden of
the huge empire that was bequeathed to them.



After Ashoka, only six kings could rule over the kingdom for a mere 52 years.



The last Maurya king, Brihadratha was overthrown by his own army
commander, Pushyamitra.



Only the first three kings of the Mauryan Empire were men of exceptional
abilities and character. The later kings were no match in quality to their
illustrious ancestors.

Independence of the provinces:


Jalauka ruled over Kashmir independently.



Kalinga became independent.



According to Tibetan sources, Virasena ruled over Gandhara independently.



Vidarbha broke away from Magadha.



As per Greek sources, a king named Subhagasena (Sophagasanus) began to
rule over the north-western provinces independently.
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Spread of the new material knowledge in the outlying areas:


Once the new knowledge of iron tools and weapons spread in the peripheral
areas, Magadha lost its special advantage.



On the basis of material culture acquired from Magadha, new kingdoms such as
the Shungas and Kanvas in central India, the Chetis in Kalinga and the
Satavahans in the Deccan were founded and developed.

Foreign invasions:


During the reign of the first three Mauryan kings, no foreign power tried to
attack India from the north-west as there was a fear of the mighty Mauryan
army.



But after Ashoka’s death, the kingdom split up into two. This led the Greek king
Antiochus to attack India unsuccessfully though.



But in time, foreign tribes attacked and established their kingdoms on Indian
soil. The notable ones were the Indo-Greeks, the Sakas and the Kushanas.

Ashoka’s policies:


Some scholars suggest that Ashoka’s policies of non-violence and pacifism led
to the weakening of the empire.



Since he stopped waging wars, foreign powers were once again tempted to
attack the kingdom.



Also, he gave a lot of importance and effort to the propagation of Buddhism.
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10. Explain how did all the princely states integrated into Union
of India.

APPROACH


Write about Partition, Princely state.
Write about princely states and the integration (Travancore, Junagadh,
Kashmir, Bhopal, Hyderabad.)



Intro:


India was divided into two types of political units: British provinces (governed
directly by the British government) and princely states (under the rule of native
princes but subject to the paramountcy of the British Crown). The Princely
States occupied one-third of the British Indian Empire's land area, and one in
every four Indians lived under princely rule.



At the time of independence, there were more than 500 princely states in India
that were not a part of the British Empire officially. These 500 princely states
covered 48 per cent of the Pre-Independent Indian area.



Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel was given the task of the integration of princely
states. The Indian Independence Act of 1947 gave princely states the choice to
accede to either India or Pakistan or remain independent.

Travancore:


It was one of the first princely states to refuse to join the Indian Union and to
question the Congress' leadership of the country.



By 1946, the Dewan of Travancore, Sir C.P. Ramamswamy Aiyar, had declared
his intention to form an independent Travancore state and would be willing to
sign a treaty with the Indian Union.



Sir C.P. Aiyar is also said to have had secret ties with the UK government, which
was in favor of an independent Travancore.



The UK government was in the hope of gaining exclusive access to a mineral
called monazite, which the area was rich in and giving Britain an advantage in
the nuclear arms race.



He maintained his position until July 1947. Soon after surviving an assassination
attempt by a member of the Kerala Socialist Party, he changed his mind.



Travancore became a part of India on July 30, 1947.
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Jodhpur:


Despite having a Hindu king and a large Hindu population, the Rajput princely
state had an odd inclination towards Pakistan.



Hanvant Singh, a young and inexperienced Jodhpur prince, believed that
because his state was contiguous with Pakistan, he could get a better "deal."



Jinnah is said to have given the Maharaja a signed blank sheet of paper on
which he listed all of his demands.



He also offered him free access to the Karachi port for the manufacture and
import of arms, as well as military and agrarian assistance.



Recognizing the dangers of the border state acceding to Pakistan, Patel
immediately contacted the prince and offered him adequate benefits.



Patel assured him that importing arms would be permitted, that Jodhpur would
be linked to Kathiawar by rail, and that India would supply grain during famines.



On August 11, 1947, Maharaja Hanvant Singh, King of Jodhpur, signed the
Instrument of Accession, and the State of Jodhpur became a part of the Indian
Dominion.

Bhopal:


The state of Bhopal also wished to declare its independence.



Here, a Muslim Nawab, Hamidullah Khan, ruled over a Hindu majority.



He was a close friend of the Muslim League and was an outspoken opponent of
Congress's rule.



He had made it clear to Mountbatten that he wanted independence.



However, the latter replied that "no ruler could run away from the dominion
closest to him."



By July 1947, the Prince had become aware of the large number of princes who
had acceded to India and had decided to join the country.

Junagadh:


Junagadh was a small state on the coast of Saurashtra, surrounded by Indian
territory and without any contiguity with Pakistan. Still its Nawab announced
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accession of his state to Pakistan on 15 August 1947, even though the people of
the state, mostly Hindus desired to join India.


Nehru and Patel agreed, that the final verdict rests with the people as
ascertained through a plebiscite. Pakistan accepted Junagadh’s accession.



The people of the state on the other hand did not abide the ruler’s decision,
organised popular movement, forced the Nawab to flee and established a
provisional government.



Indian troops marched into the state. A plebiscite was held in the state in
February 1948, which went in favour of joining India.

Kashmir:


The Kashmir situation was more complex and directly related to the history of
Partition.



In 1947 its ruler Hari Singh was a Hindu, while nearly 75 percent of the
population was Muslim.



Hari Singh did not accede to either India or Pakistan.



Popular forces led by National Conference and its leader Sheikh Abdullah
however wanted to join India.



The Indian political leaders wanted the people of Kashmir to decide, they were
supported by Gandhiji, who declared in August 1947, that Kashmir was free to
join either India or Pakistan in accordance with the will of the people.



But Pakistan refused to accept the principle of plebiscite.



On 22 October several Pathan tribesman led unofficially by Pakistan army
officers, invaded Kashmir and rapidly pushed towards Srinagar, the capital of
Kashmir.



On October 26, 1947, Maharaja Hari Singh fled Srinagar and arrived in Jammu,
where he signed the J&K state's "Instrument of Accession."



According to the document's terms, India's jurisdiction would include external
affairs, communications, and defense.



Following the signing of the agreement, Indian troops were airlifted into the
state and fought alongside the Kashmiris.
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In 1951, the UN passed a resolution providing for a referendum under UN
supervision after Pakistan had withdrawn its troops from the part of Kashmir
under its control.



The resolution has remained ineffective as Pakistan refused to withdraw its
forces from what is known as Azad Kashmir.

Hyderabad:


The Nizam of Hyderabad was the third Indian ruler who did not accede to India
before 15 August, instead he claimed independent status.



The state was geographically landlocked, economically dependent on India and
surrounded by Indian territory In November 1947, the Government of India
signed a standstill agreement with the Nizam, hoping that while the
negotiation, proceeded, the latter would introduce representative government
in the state , making the task of merger easier.



The Nizam on the other hand hoped to prolong negotiations in order to build
his military strength and force India to accept sovereignty .



In the meantime there was a rapid growth of militant Muslim communal
organization, Ittihad ul Muslim and its para military wing the Razakars.



Also the HyderabadState Congress launched a powerful satyagraha movement
to force democratization on the Nizam. Nearly 20,000 satyagrahis were jailed.



By June 1948 Sardar Patel was getting impatient as the negotiations with the
Nizam dragged on. Finally on 13 September 1948, the Indian army moved into
Hyderabad.



The Nizam surrendered and after three days acceded to the Indian Union. The
Government of India however retained the Nizam as the formal ruler of the
state. It marked another triumph of Indian secularism.
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GS PAPER – I
GEOGRAPHY
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TOPIC: FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LOCATION OF
PRIMARY, SECONDARY, AND TERTIARY SECTOR INDUSTRIES IN
VARIOUS PARTS OF THE WORLD (INCLUDING INDIA).
11. The United Nation’s latest appeal for national support to
protect mobility of pastoralists brings focus to this ancient,
climate resilient sustenance system. – Comment.

APPROACH





Intro – Start with What is Pastoralism & who are pastoralists?
Body
First part - Challenges faced by Pastoralists
Second part – Significance of Pastoralists
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Pastoralism is the form of agriculture in which domestic animals are emphasized,
sometimes to the exclusion of other resources. Pastoralists are people whose
livelihood depends mainly on the raising of domestic animals including cattle, camels,
goats, sheep, yaks, horses, and donkeys, which are used for milk, meat, wool, hides,
transport, and trade; in addition, many pastoralists cultivate crops or have
long‐standing trading relations with agricultural neighbours. In pastoralism, humans
and animals have formed a long‐term mutualistic relationship where animals are
guaranteed reproduction and protection and humans get food and other products.

Challenges faced by Pastoralists:


Modern systems have out rightly rejected this system as a redundant one.
Rather, environment departments across the world have termed grazing as a
threat to the environment.



Agricultural policies have, over time, prioritized settled agriculture and livestock
farming as the way to boost productivity. As a result, pastoralism has been
pushed into oblivion without any recognition.



Thus, when the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) released the
“Making way: developing national legal and policy frameworks for pastoral
mobility” - a definitive set of arguments and recommendations on how to
protect the pastoral community and their mobility — hope for a dosage of
support to this system arose.
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Pastoralists are considered backwards looking and unproductive, and have
historically been undermined by adverse legislation and a lack of supportive
legislation.



Pastoralists are vulnerable to resource appropriation, sedentarization and
restrictions on mobility. As they are squeezed out of productive areas, they are
led to concentrate in and compete over limited available grazing resources.



In the absence of legislation that protects and regulates mobility, pastoralists
enter into conflict with other resource users and the state.



Pastoralism is always blamed for harming the environment; and the allegation is
used to argue that it should be disbanded.

Significance:


Pastoralists are generators and distributors of natural manures. According to
estimates, such manures are estimated to be worth $45 billion a year.



Various studies show that pastoral systems have more protein output per unit of
feed in comparison to intensive systems being practiced currently.



In India, pastoralism accounts for more than 70 per cent of the total meat output
and 50 per cent of the total milk output.



“The livestock sector comprises 4.5 per cent of India’s GDP, with two ‐thirds
coming from such pastoralist production,” estimated the Meat Atlas 2021. More
to it, as a practice, it is the economy of the poorest communities in the harshest
of the geographies.



In time of a new climate, this system has evolved to fight changing climatic
conditions more effectively. So it remains as a viable source of sustenance for
the poorest. Policy support to this system will in fact be a step of making the
economy of the poorest climate‐resilient.



Pastoralists are a vanishing breed the world over. These herders of sheep and
cattle have a key role to play in the rehabilitation and sustainable management
of fragile ecosystems.

Conclusion:
Pastoralist makes a significant contribution to the economy of developing countries,
both in terms of providing employment and income opportunities and in supplying
nutrition to the poor. So, the rights and livelihood of them should be protected with
proper legislation in the global level.
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12. To cater the rapid economic development of India, an
efficient and affordable urban mass transport will be a key –
comment.

APPROACH
 Intro –Start with mentioning India’s economic development and its mobility
infra status
 Body
 First part –Need of urban mass transport
 Second part – India’s progress
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Across nations, and through decades, economic development has been correlated to
personal mobility. India has witnessed remarkable growth over the last few decades.
However, the mobility infrastructure has not kept pace with the demand. As India
aspires to be the second largest economy in the world by 2050, we must prepare for a
rapid increase in demand for mobility.

Importance of urban mass transport
Supports clusters and agglomerations:
In large metropolitan areas, growth can be slowed with the heavy usage of private
vehicles. Effectively planned transportation can overcome this constraint and
reinforce agglomerations by allowing more people to come closer together in higher
density developments.

Increases productivity:
When transportation improvements increase the accessibility of people and
businesses to reach jobs, services, and activities, productivity also increases.

Enhances job & labor force accessibility:
Another economic benefit of transportation improvements is the resulting larger pool
of employees available for the job market.

Opens new markets for businesses:
Building a multi-modal facility opens new markets for companies searching for
locations with the appropriate transportation infrastructure for their corporate needs.
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Health benefits:
In countries such as India, pollution is a major component of health problems. Most of
the health problems are encountered by exposure to harmful air during travel. This
health problem has the potential to cause long term drainage of economic resources.
If an efficient transport system is available, there are more chances that commuters
will avoid harmful road transport systems.

Development of suburban towns
As observed earlier, our cities have been overflowing due to its inability to support
such as large population. Considering the need of such cities, there needs to be
another solution which can allow people away from city to travel to and fro from the
city easily. By developing a fast urban transport system, towns and cities located on
the outskirts can be developed
Reducing global warming and meeting INDCs adopted in the Paris Agreement will
further lead to sustainable development.

Towards building an efficient and affordable urban mass
transport


Government has devised various policies for ensuring affordable, efficient and
accessible mobility system like - National Transit Oriented Development Policy,
2017; Green Urban Transport Scheme, 2016; FAME (Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of (hybrid &) Electric vehicles etc.



Despite these, Regulations must be introduced to encourage efficient use of
existing roads and smarter traffic management. For example, not allowing trucks
and large commercial carriers to ply city roads during the day.



Governments must ensure that the adequate ecosystem is in place before
adopting new technologies in mobility. For instance, to adopt electric vehicles,
cities must have first installed sufficient number of charging stations.



Introduction of metros and sub – urban trains in various cities and upcoming
projects like hyperloop technologies will support this mass transport system in
an efficient and affordable ways.



A good beginning is being made through the Smart Cities Programme, and all the
selected 100 cities have put NMT (non-motorised transport) promotion as one of
the goals in their respective Smart City Proposals.

Conclusion:
In the coming years, Emerging market cities will play an increasingly large role in the
global economy and for their unimpeded contribution. Therefore, India needs to
develop Safe, Adequate and Holistic Infrastructure (SAHI) for the Indian population
including women, elderly and the disabled.
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13. Though emergence of I.T hubs opened up a large scale of
diversed employment in India, it also created huge
implications in urban areas. Elucidate.

APPROACH





Intro – Start with history of I.T industries in India
Body
First part – Employment created due to emergence of I.T hubs
Second part – Problems or implications arisen
 Conclude suitably

Intro:
With the economic liberalization of 1991, India became a global powerhouse of IT
industries. Over the years, the cities of Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Noida, Gurgaon and
Pune have emerged the leading IT hubs of India.

Employment avenues:


Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) firms cater overseas clients in different time
zones. They must run operations on 24/7 basis with multiple day and night shifts.
This creates more jobs directly, and indirectly – such as taxi-drivers and teasellers.



As IT companies start or shut down, it creates demand for corporate-lawyers,
accountants; workers and brokers associated with photocopying, printerrefilling, providing computers / furniture / air-conditioners on rent, repair and
resale.



As startup companies scaleup, the subsequent construction and refurbishing of
their office buildings requires masons, electricians, plumbers and allied jobs.



IT sector jobs are mostly held by young professionals. Large presence of such
single individuals and working couples generates demand for maids, babysitters,
tutors, washer men, cooks, catering-tiffin services & delivery boys.



Young professionals move between jobs and between cities. They need brokers
for rental homes, furniture and electronics.



Young IT professionals form a consumer base with large disposable incomes.
They spend more on electronic-gadgets, durables; fashion boutique, shopping
malls; diners, cinemas & theme-parks; spa, massage, beauty & tattoo parlors;
Yoga, Taiichi, dance & aerobics classes; Golf, Tennis and similar recreational &
luxury activities– which provides employment opportunities to many high skilled
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workers (such as Golf-coaches) and low-skilled workers (Golf-caddies and
gardeners).


Since public transportation cannot cope-up with the growing population, it
generates demand for cab & rickshaw drivers. Growth of private vehicles
generate demand for car & bike mechanics.



Presence of “App-aggregators” such as Uber and Swiggy to connect the clients
with service providers further catalyzes the job-creation.
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Problems arisen:


Municipal corporations have limited fiscal resources to cater to such large
population. Hence, irregularity in waste collection, drinking water, electricity,
primary education, roads-repair, public-transportation are common maladies of
such cities.



Success of IT-hub cities vastly improves the investment and GSDP of a state but
may also skew the priorities of the policy makers, resulting into neglect of other
sectors of the economy and imbalanced regional development. e.g. Erstwhile
United Andhra-Pradesh: IT-sector led growth improved the infrastructure around
Hyderabad city but many other cities of Andhra / Telangana appear far backward
and underdeveloped in comparison.



The real estate prices escalate in these cities with the entry of big IT companies
and their high-salaried executives. The demand for drivers, maids and cooks
brings additional migrants to the cities, but they can’t afford the homes on
purchase or rent– be it Sillicon Valley of USA or Bengaluru, Gururam, Noida in
India. They’re forced to live in slums in unhygienic conditions or in distant
suburban areas- which further adds to vehicular pollution during commuting. As
the prime localities of the city start to become expensive, noisy and congested,
the rich professionals begin to move towards the suburban areas. But this
unplanned ‘suburbanization’ leads to illegal constructions, displacement of
farmers, and further challenges to urban administration.



IT data centres require centralized air conditioning to keep the server
infrastructure cool. But large number of such AC units turn the city into an ‘urban
heat island‘. Due to the resultant oppressive heat, it becomes impossible to
travel in public buses or bicycles. Thus, more people are motivated to commute
by AC cars– further aggravating the problem of congestion, air pollution, road
rage and global warming.



It’s fashionable among the IT & corporate companies to build futuristic looking
glass-buildings. This harm the biodiversity of birds in two ways:
 Glass-building don’t any window-cavities for the birds’ nesting.
 Due to glass reflection migrant birds collide and die.
Sense of community is missing. There is sharp class-division between the haves
and have-nots. Heinous incidents of theft, mugging, rape and murder by the
watchmen and cab-drivers and other lower-income groups.



Conclusion:
Sustainable Development Goal No. 1 requires India to end poverty in all forms
everywhere, and Goal No. 11 requires India to make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable. IT-industry is a major driver of job creation – both directly and indirectly,
but it also brings new sets of problems to the urban environment, urban society and
urban administration. Therefore, we must remain vigilant that Goal.1 is not achieved at
the expense of Goal.11.
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TOPIC: SALIENT FEATURES – CLIMATOLOGY
14. Cold air at the surface gets trapped under a layer of warmer
air results into a reversal of the normal behaviour of
temperature in the troposphere. Explain that behaviour
shortly and list out the conditions that lead to the
phenomena. Examine how does impact the atmosphere and
the weather.

APPROACH
 Intro – Define Temperature Inversion
 First part – List the conditions
 Second part – Its impact on atmosphere and weather
 Conclude suitably

Intro:
Temperature inversion is a reversal of the normal behaviour of temperature in the
troposphere. Under this meteorological phenomenon a layer of warm air lies over the
cold air layer. It is caused in static atmospheric conditions while some times, it occurs
due to horizontal or vertical movement of air. Temperature inversion is usually of
short duration but quite common nonetheless.

Favourable conditions for temperature inversion
Long winter nights:
Loss of heat by terrestrial radiation from the ground surface during night may exceed
the amount of incoming solar radiation.
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Cloudless and clear sky:
Loss of heat through terrestrial radiation proceeds more rapidly without any
obstruction.

Dry air near the ground surface:
It limits the absorption of the radiated heat from the Earth’s surface.

Slow movement of air:
It results in no transfer or mixing of heat in the lower layers of the atmosphere.

Snow covered ground surface:
It results in maximum loss of heat through reflection of incoming solar radiation.

Effects on atmosphere and weather


Temperature inversion determines the precipitation, forms of clouds, and also
causes frost due to condensation of warm air due to its cooling.



Dust particles hanging in the air: Due to inversion of temperature, air pollutants
such as dust particles and smoke do not disperse on the surface.



Stops the movement of air: It causes the stability of the atmosphere that stops
the downward and upward movement of air.



Less rainfall: Convection clouds cannot move high upwards so there is less
rainfall and no showers. So, it causes a problem for agricultural productivity.



Lower visibility: Fog is formed due to the situation of warm air above and cold air
below, and hence visibility is reduced which causes disturbance in
transportation.



Thunderstorms and tornadoes: Intense thunderstorms and tornadoes are also
associated with inversion of temperature because of the intense energy that is
released after an inversion blocks an area’s normal convention patterns.



Diurnal variations in temperature tend to be very small.

Conclusion
To conclude, temperature inversion might be a desirable phenomenon when it comes
to cooler air temperatures, and comfort after an extremely hot and oppressive day,
the after-effects on air quality are certainly not desirable.
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TOPIC: DISTRIBUTION OF KEY NATURAL RESOURCES ACROSS
THE WORLD (INCLUDING SOUTH ASIA AND THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT)
15. The theme of this year’s World Water Day was
‘Groundwater: Making the Invisible Visible’. In that context,
In India Groundwater helps reduce the risk of temporary
water shortage and caters to the needs of arid and semiarid
regions, but its value has not been fully recognized in
policymaking– Examine.

APPROACH





Intro – Status of Ground water in India
Body
First part –Significance of Ground water
Second part – Major policy challenges to bring an adaptive solution to
groundwater depletion
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Groundwater in India is a critical resource. However, an increasing number of aquifers
are reaching unsustainable levels of exploitation. If current trends continue, in 20
years about 60% of all India’s aquifers will be in a critical condition says a World Bank
report. This will have serious implications for the sustainability of agriculture, longterm food security, livelihoods, and economic growth. It is estimated that over a
quarter of the country’s harvest will be at risk. There is an urgent need to change the
status quo.

Importance of Groundwater in India


India is the largest user of groundwater in the world. It uses an estimated 230
cubic kilometers of groundwater per year - over a quarter of the global total.



More than 60% of irrigated agriculture and 85% of drinking water supplies are
dependent on groundwater. Urban residents increasingly rely on groundwater
due to unreliable and inadequate municipal water supplies.



Groundwater acts a critical buffer against the variability of monsoon rains. For
example, a rainfall deficit in 1963-66 decreased India’s food production by 20%
but a similar drought in 1987-88 had very small impact on food production largely
due to the widespread use of groundwater by that time.
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Farms irrigated with groundwater have twice the crop water productivity of
those that rely on surface-water alone. This is largely because the resource
allows farmers greater control over when to irrigate their fields and how much
water to use each time.



Despite the valuable nature of the resource, 29% of groundwater blocks are semicritical, critical, or overexploited, and the situation is deteriorating rapidly (2004
nationwide assessment.) Moreover, aquifers are depleting in the most
populated and economically productive areas. Climate change will further strain
groundwater resources.

Major policy challenges:
Estimation of groundwater resources:
There is a lack of data available for estimation of groundwater sources and even if
they are available, they are indicative and not representative.

Crop pricing and water-intensive crops:
Decisions such as cropping pattern and cropping intensity are taken independent of
the groundwater availability in most areas.Minimum Support Price (MSP) is also
available for water-intensive crops leading to widespread cultivation of such crops.

Energy subsidies:
The challenge is to find a balance between the needs of farmers and the need to
ensure the sustainable use of groundwater.

Inadequate regulation:
Lack of proper regulations and their further implementation has been one of the
major challenges in managing groundwater levels in India.

Lack of local management:
There is a lack of local management of groundwater resources. Local communities
have an important role to play in groundwater management and there is a need for
devolution of power for local management of such resources.

Conclusion:
The new paradigm for groundwater management is a socio-ecological challenge,
where localism matters. It warrants technical, economic, legal and governance
remediation with space for active public participation and community regulatory
options to maintain groundwater balance at the village/watershed level.
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16. India has an immense potential in generation of nuclear
energy, it doesn’t need to completely phase out of nuclear
power generation for the fear of nuclear accident. Discuss.

APPROACH
 Intro - Start with the significance of nuclear energy
 First part – Give points for Why India should look nuclear energy as an
alternative?
 Second part – Challenges in its adoption
 Third part – Give points What can be done to promote nuclear energy in a
sustainable manner?
 Conclude with some recent initiatives of Indian Government

Intro:
Energy is the most fundamental requirement of every society or nation as it
progresses through the ladder of development. In recent times, the world has been
dealing with a power and energy crisis. While the factors that caused this emergency
differ country to country, the upshot has been a clamour to reduce dependence on
fossil fuels and look for viable alternatives. In this context, Nuclear Energy has a lot to
offer. On one side, it may be the cheapest, greenest and safest source of energy
currently known to man. On the other, it has also been responsible for some of the
worst disasters in the history of mankind

Why Nuclear Energy?


India is the leader of the new resource of nuclear fuel called Thorium, which is
considered to be the nuclear fuel of the future. With the availability of Thorium,
India has the potential to be the first nation to realise the dream of a fossil fuelfree nation.



Nuclear energy will also relieve the nation of about $100 billion annually which
we spend on importing petroleum and coal.



The greenest sources of power are definitely solar and wind. But solar and wind
power, despite all their advantages, are not stable and are dependent
excessively on weather and sunshine conditions. Nuclear power, on the other
hand, provides a relatively clean, high-density source of reliable energy with an
international presence.



Nuclear power plants are cheaper to run than their coal or gas rivals. It has been
estimated that even factoring in costs such as managing radioactive fuel and
disposal nuclear plants cost between 33 to 50% of a coal plant and 20 to 25% of a
gas combined-cycle plant.
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What are the Challenges to Adoption of Nuclear Energy?
Capital Intensive:
Nuclear power plants are capital intensive and recent nuclear builds have suffered
major cost overruns. An illustrative example is the V.C. Summer nuclear project in
South Carolina (U.S.) where costs rose so sharply that the project was abandoned —
after an expenditure of over $9 billion.

Insufficient Nuclear Installed Capacity:
In 2008, the Atomic Energy Commission projected that India would have 650GW of
installed capacity by 2050; the current installed capacity is only 6.78 GW. Such targets
were based on the expectation that India would import many light-water reactors
after the India-U.S. civil nuclear deal. But, the deal has not led to the establishment of
a single new nuclear plant, over 13 years after it was concluded.

Lack of Public Funding:
Nuclear power has never received the quantum of generous subsidy the fossil fuel
received in the past and renewable is receiving currently. In absence of public funding,
nuclear power will find it tough to compete against natural gas and renewables in the
future.
Acquisition of Land: Land acquisition and selection of location for Nuclear Power
Plant (NPP) is also a major problem in the country. NPP’s like Kudankulam in Tamil
Nadu and Kovvada in Andhra Pradesh have met with several delays due to the land
acquisition related challenges.

Impact of Climate Change:
Climate change will increase the risk of nuclear reactor accidents. During the world’s
increasingly hot summers, several nuclear power plants have already had to be
temporarily shut down or taken off the grid. Further, nuclear power plants depend on
nearby water sources to cool their reactors, and with many rivers drying up, those
sources of water are no longer guaranteed. The frequency of such extreme weather
events is likely to increase in the future.

Deployment at Insufficient Scale:
It might not be the appropriate choice for mitigating India’s carbon emissions since it
cannot be deployed at the necessary scale.

Nuclear Waste:
Another side effect of nuclear power is the amount of nuclear waste it produces.
Nuclear waste can have drastically bad effects on life, causing cancerous growths, for
instance, or causing genetic problems for many generations of animals and plants. In a
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densely populated country such as India, land is at a premium and emergency health
care is far from uniformly available.

What Steps Can Be Taken?
Subsidy on Nuclear Electricity: Electricity from the nuclear reactors would cost at
least ₹ 15 per unit excluding transmission costs, whereas the recent low bids for solar
power stand at ₹2.14 per unit and ₹2.34 for solar-wind hybrid projects. If nuclear
electricity is to be sold at a competitive rate, it would have to be greatly subsidised by
the Indian government, which operates all nuclear plants through the Nuclear Power
Corporation of India.

Addressing the Pre-Project Issues:
The government must address issues related to the pre-project activities such as land
acquisition at new sites, clearances from various ministries especially from the
environment ministry and finding timely foreign collaborators. In addition, continuous
efforts must be made to bring down the capital cost of nuclear power plants.

Addressing Safety Concerns:
Safety which is a major concern should be addressed on priority basis. Complete
phasing out of nuclear power generation for the fear of nuclear accident would be a
wrong move. If nuclear energy is generated adhering to the highest standards of
safety, there is less possibility of catastrophic accidents. In this regard, setting up a
Nuclear Safety Regulatory Authority at the earliest would be helpful to the nuclear
power programmes in the country.

Technological Support:
Reprocessing and enrichment capacity also require boost in India. For this India needs
advanced technology to fully utilise the spent fuel and for enhancing its enrichment
capacity.

Conclusion:


In December, 2021, the Government of India informed Parliament about building
ten indigenous Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs) to be set up in fleet
mode and had granted “in principle approval” for 28 additional reactors,
including 24 to be imported from France, the U.S. and Russia.



Recently, the Centre has given in-principle (first step) approval for setting up of
six nuclear power reactors at Jaitapur in Maharashtra.



Jaitapur would be the world’s most powerful nuclear power plant. There would
be six state-of-the-art Evolutionary Power Reactors (EPRs) with an installed
capacity of 9.6 GWe that will produce low carbon electricity.
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The six nuclear power reactors, which will have a capacity of 1,650 MW each, will
be set up with technical cooperation from France.

India is blessed with the rare, and very important, nuclear fuel of the future – Thorium.
It cannot afford to lose the opportunity to emerge as the energy capital of the world,
which coupled with the largest youth power, will be India’s answer to emerge as the
leading economy of the world.
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17. Dams may be source of clean energy, Irrigation, prevent
flooding and source of drinking water but it causes a multidimensional impact on our environment on long run.
Explain.

APPROACH
 Intro – Define Dam and its significance
 Body – List out various impacts
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
A dam is a structure built across a river or stream to hold back water. Over the
centuries dams have been built using different materials. Ancient dam builders used
natural materials such as rocks or clay while today most dams are built using concrete.

Significance of the dams:
Source of Clean Energy: Dams are the sources of clean power. Many countries have
embraced dams as a way to reduce reliance on expensive fossil fuels.
Irrigation: Dams and waterways store and provide water for irrigation so farmers can
use the water for growing crops. In areas where water and rain are not abundant (like
the desert), irrigation canals from rivers and dams are used to carry water.
Prevent Flooding: Dams, if planned well, help in preventing floods. They catch extra
water so that it doesn’t run wild downstream.
Source of Drinking Water: Since the water stored in dams is freshwater, it can also be
used as drinking water.

Impacts on our environment:
While dams can benefit the society in many ways, they are also one of the biggest
menaces to river ecology, wildlife, aquatic habitat of fish and ultimately humans.

Affect the Aquatic Life:
Dams prevent fish migration and limit their ability to access spawning habitat, seek
out food resources, and escape predation. Aquatic organisms depend on steady flows
to guide them while stagnant reservoir pools disorient migrating fish and can
significantly increase the duration of their migration.
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Dams block Rivers:
Dams and reservoirs are physical barriers to the flow of water bodies as they fragment
them and reservoirs, which impact their seasonal flow. They also change the way
rivers function and trap sediment, burying rock riverbeds where fish spawn. Gravel,
logs, and other important food and habitat features can also become trapped behind
dams. This negatively affects the creation and maintenance of more complex habitat
downstream.

A Hazardous Infrastructure:
Large dams, even if structurally sound, are regarded as “high hazard” infrastructure
because of the potential for a massive loss of human lives, livelihoods and destruction
in the event of failure. In the most recent Uttarakhand flash floods, experts say the
incident was induced by the effect of global warming on melting glaciers but the
effect was worsened by construction of infrastructure (Hydroelectric Power Projects,
HEPs)

Reservoir Induced Seismicity:
There is a strong relation between the earthquakes and loading and unloading of
water from the dam. The Koyna and Warna region is possibly the best example of
reservoirinduced-seismicity (RIS). The Koyna and Warna reservoirs are responsible for
the earthquakes in the south Maharashtra region which has experienced many
earthquakes in five decades. This series of earthquakes have occurred post the
construction of dams in the region.

Displacement of People:
The land submergence and large-scale displacement of people due to construction of
large dams is one prevailing issue which is often overlooked by the authorities.
Recently built multi-dimensional river valley projectSardar Sarovar dam, the largest
structure on Narmada River, has displaced over 3 lakh families.

Older Dams are Greater Hazard:
Older dams pose greater safety risks, cost higher in terms of maintenance and have
declining functionality due to sedimentation, stated Globally, over 1,115 large dams will
be about 50 years old by 2025. Older Dams are Greater Hazard: Older dams pose
greater safety risks, cost higher in terms of maintenance and have declining
functionality due to sedimentation, stated Globally, over 1,115 large dams will be about
50 years old by 2025.
Green House Gas Emissions: Particularly in tropical regions, hydropower reservoirs
emit significant amounts of greenhouse gases. The water gathers behind the dam,
creates an unnatural, stagnant lake that often kills off a lot of the existing ecosystem.
Bacteria in the water decompose these plants and generate carbon dioxide and
methane (potent greenhouse gas). Methane from reservoirs accounts for more than
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4% of all human-caused climate change comparable to the climate impact of the
aviation sector.

Conclusion:
Prioritizing solar and wind projects are viable and sustainable alternatives to
hydroelectric power projects. However, improving dam operations and finding more
suitable locations for such infrastructure should also be part of the solution.
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TOPIC: INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
18. New Delhi continued to be the world’s most polluted capital
city for the fourth consecutive year in 2021, according to the
World Air Quality Report. What are the major reasons for
this severity of air pollution in our capital city? Suggest
some measures to improve the air quality in the region.

APPROACH





Intro –Start with air pollution levels in major cities of India
Body
First part – List out the reasons for air pollution in New Delhi
Second part –Provide some suggestive measures
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
New Delhi makes news every winter for toxic levels of air pollution. But the menace
spreads over a much wider area in north India, affecting Punjab, Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Delhi. Smaller towns in these places, which have relatively
clean air throughout the year, showed a spike in air pollution levels in early winter
when farm fires cause the national capital to turn into a gas chamber.

Reasons for high pollution in Delhi
Vehicular Emission:
Delhi has more than 9 million registered vehicles. Further, vehicles from the
neighboring states entering in to Delhi are also very high .The National Environmental
Engineering Research Institute (NEERI) have found vehicular emission as a major
contributor to Delhi’s increasing air pollution.

Stubble Burning:
One of the main reasons for increasing air pollution during the month of OctoberNovember is crop burning by the farmers in Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. It is
estimated that approximately 35 million tonnes of crop are set afire by these states.
The wind carries all the pollutants and dust particles, which get locked in the air.

Pollution during winter season:
During the winter season, dust particles and pollutants in the air become stable due to
stagnant winds, resulting in smog.
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High Population:
Over-population adds up to the various types of pollution e.g. huge solid waste, water
waste, construction activities emitting particulate pollution etc.

Construction Activities and Open waste burning:
Large-scale construction in Delhi-NCR leading to dust and pollution in the air.

Thermal Power Plant and Industries:
Industrial pollution and coal based power plants in Delhi and surrounding areas cause
pollution in the air.

Firecrackers:
Firecrackers are used in Diwali celebrations as well as in weddings. It is the major
reason for smog in Delhi after Diwali.

Geographical location:
This region is land-locked thus pollution cannot dissipate quickly as in coastal cities like
Mumbai or Chennai.

Measures taken:


To tackle Stubble burning: The government is giving subsidy to farmers for
buying Turbo Happy Seeder (THS) to control stubble burning from neighbouring
states·



Graded Response Action Plan (GRAP):The government has implemented GRAP
which includes the measures like shutting down Badarpur Thermal Power Plant,
ban on construction activities and ban on burning of leaves/ biomass.



The National Clean Air Programme: It is a pollution control initiative launched by
the Ministry of Environment with the intention to cut the concentration of
coarse (particulate matter of diameter 10 micrometer or less, or PM10) and fine
particles (particulate matter of diameter 2.5 micrometer or less, or PM2.5) by at
least 20% in 2024, with 2017 as the base year for comparison in 102 cities including
Delhi. The central government released the National Air Quality Index (AQI) for
public information under Central Pollution Control Board.



Construction of Eastern and Western Expressways for by-passing non-destined
traffic to Delhi. Prohibition on the entry of overloaded and non-destined trucks in
Delhi and imposition of ‘Green Tax’.
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Despite numerous steps taken by government to deal with pollution in Delhi, the
problem persists because of lack of implementation e.g. stubble burning has not
stopped in neighboring states, ban on firecrackers failed miserably, clandestine
burning of industrial waste continues etc.



Delhi’s air pollution is a regional problem; study conducted by the National
Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI) showed that about 60% of
the PM2.5 burden in Delhi is due to the neighboring states. No policy is likely to
work unless it takes regional considerations into account.

Conclusion
Delhi air pollution is severe health hazard for about 26 million people in NCR, its
control should be a policy priority. It need to be tackled through multi-pronged
approach involving creation of right infrastructure like public transport, waste
management support from neighbouring states etc.
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TOPIC: IMPORTANT GEOPHYSICAL PHENOMENA SUCH AS
EARTHQUAKES, TSUNAMI, VOLCANIC ACTIVITY, CYCLONE ETC.,
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES AND THEIR LOCATION-CHANGES IN
CRITICAL GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES (INCLUDING WATERBODIES AND ICE-CAPS) AND IN FLORA AND FAUNA AND THE
EFFECTS OF SUCH CHANGES.
19. India needs long term mitigative strategies to tackle the
devastating cyclones that occurs in Indian ocean in recent
times – Discuss.

APPROACH





Intro – What made cyclones devastating?
Body
First part –India’s vulnerability to cyclone
Second part – Long term Strategies
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Due to climate changing, the frequency and intensity of cyclones in the Indian Ocean
especially in Arabian sea is increased which poses significant hazard to the coastal
regions of India.

India’s vulnerability
The Indian coastline is around 7,500 km; there are 96 coastal districts (which touch the
coast or are close to it), with 262 million people exposed to cyclones and tsunamis.
The World Bank and the United Nations (2010) estimate that around 200 million city
residents would be exposed to storms and earthquakes by 2050 in India.
Between 1891 and 2020, out of the 313 cyclones crossing India’s eastern and western
coasts, the west coast experienced 31 cyclones, while 282 cyclones crossed the east
coast.
Among the natural disasters, cyclones constituted the second most frequent
phenomena that occurred in 15% of India’s total natural disasters over 1999-2020.
According to the Global Climate Risk Index report 2021, India ranks the seventh worsthit country globally in 2019 due to the frequent occurrence of extreme weatherrelated events.
Increase in frequency: According to India Meteorological Department (IMD), 2013
data frequency of cyclones in the coastal States accounting increased by 7%.
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Factor’s responsible: Increasing Sea surface temperatures in the northern Indian
Ocean and the geo-climatic conditions in India are the factors responsible for the
increase in frequency.

Long term strategies:
Odisha model


In the aftermath of the 1999 super cyclone, the Government of Odisha took up
various cyclone mitigation measures.



These included installing a disaster warning system in the coastal districts, and
construction of evacuation shelters in cyclone-prone districts.



Other steps were the setting up of the Odisha State Disaster Management
Authority (OSDMA), conducting regular cabinet meetings for disaster
preparedness, and building the Odisha Disaster Rapid Action Force (ODRAF).



Still, Odisha’s disaster management model is inadequate to minimise the
economic losses that result from cyclones.



Therefore, the Government of India should adopt a few measures to minimise
disaster damage and fatalities.

Improve warning system: It is imperative to improve the cyclone warning system and
revamp disaster preparedness measures.
Increase cover under shelterbelt plantation: The Government must widen the cover
under shelterbelt plantations and help regenerate mangroves in coastal regions to
lessen the impact of cyclones .In addition, adopting cost-effective, long-term
mitigation measures, including building cyclone-resilient infrastructure such as
constructing storm surge-resilient embankments, canals and improving river
connectivity to prevent water logging in low-lying areas are important.
Disaster resilient power infrastructure: installing disaster-resilient power
infrastructure in the coastal districts, providing concrete houses to poor and
vulnerable households, and creating massive community awareness campaigns are
essential.
Coordination between Centre-State: Healthy coordination between the Centre and
the States concerned is essential to collectively design disaster mitigation measures.
Collective mitigation effort by the Centre and States that can help reduce the fiscal
burden of States and also be effective in minimising disaster deaths.

Conclusion
Long term mitigation measures are essential to minimise the impact of the disasters
such as cyclones.
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20. What are all the Unforeseen problems associated with the
thawing of Permafrost and suggest some mitigative
measures?

APPROACH





Intro – Define Permafrost
Body
First part – Issues associated with thawing
Second part –Mitigative measures
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Permafrost is any ground that remains completely frozen—32°F (0°C) or colder—for at
least two years straight. These permanently frozen grounds are most common in
regions with high mountains and in Earth’s higher latitudes—near the North and
South Poles. Permafrost covers large regions of the Earth. Almost a quarter of the
land area in the Northern Hemisphere has permafrost underneath. Although the
ground is frozen, permafrost regions are not always covered in snow.

Associated Issues With The Thawing of Permafrost:
Accentuate Climate Change:
In the Arctic, temperatures are rising twice as fast in other parts of the world. As a
result, the permafrost that has remained frozen throughout the year is thawing. The
thawing of permafrost will worsen the effects of the climate crisis, because stored
carbon is released in the process. Likewise, the loss of sea ice and ice sheets covering
land will accelerate the rise in temperatures (As Ice has more albedo than Water).

Tropical Challenges Spreading Up Into Higher Latitudes:
The diseases that have typically afflicted the equatorial belt are spreading up into
higher latitudes. Mosquitoes, ticks, and other insects spread many of these
diseases.The West Nile virus causes hundreds of deaths every year in the United
States, where it was first reported in 1999.With rising temperatures, West Nile will
become more prevalent in Canada, including parts of the Arctic.

Prevalence of Zoonotic Diseases:
Warming temperatures are also causing changes in the habitats of wild birds such as
ducks and geese that can carry avian flu. Earlier, Russia has reported the first case of
the H5N8 avian flu passing from birds to humans. Changes in habitats of other wild
animals such as foxes might also increase the geographic distribution of rabies.
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Rise of Viruses And Bacteria:
Scientists are also concerned about the rise of viruses and bacteria from thawing
permafrost and ice. In the summer of 2016, there was an outbreak of anthrax in a
remote part of Siberia. Dozens of people were infected, and a young boy was killed.
Around 2,300 reindeer perished in the outbreak.

Epidemic And Pandemic:
Another concern is the emergence of viruses and bacteria with the potential to cause
epidemics. These disease-causing microbes might be dormant for hundreds or even
thousands of years. Genetic material from the H1N1 influenza virus that caused the
Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918, as well as that of smallpox have been recovered from
permafrost. The re-emergence of a virus like smallpox (which have been eradicated)
would be disturbing since humans are no longer routinely vaccinated.

Virus Samples From Tibetan Plateau:
These conditions are not restricted to the Arctic alone. Glacial ice that has persisted
for thousands of years is melting. Recently, 15,000-year-old-viruses (including 28
different kinds identified for the first time) were found in glacial ice from the Tibetan
Plateau.

Mitigative measures:


In order to curtail climate change and save the permafrost, it is indispensable
that global CO2 emissions be reduced by 45% over the next decade, and that they
fall to zero after 2050.To mitigate climate change, there is a need to take a global
collective action. If one country cuts its emissions, that is going to be of little use
if the others do not follow suit.



The scientific journal Nature suggested building a 100-metre-long dam in front of
the Jakobshavn glacier (Greenland), the worst affected by Arctic melting, to
contain its erosion.



Indonesian architect has won an award for his project Refreeze the Arctic, which
consists of collecting water from melted glaciers, desalinating it and refreezing it
to create large hexagonal ice blocks. Thanks to their shape, these icebergs could
then be combined to create frozen masses.



Some researchers propose a solution to manufacture more ice. Their proposal
consists of collecting ice from below the glacier through pumps driven by wind
power to spread it over the upper ice caps, so that it will freeze, thus
strengthening the consistency.



The tundra and the permafrost beneath it may seem far away, but no matter
where we live, the everyday choices we make contribute to climate change.
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By reducing our carbon footprint, investing in energy-efficient products, and
supporting climate-friendly businesses, legislation, and policies, we can help
preserve the world’s permafrost and avert a vicious cycle of an ever-warming
planet.

Conclusion:
Every country needs to move climate change, global warming to the top of our
foreign policy agenda. This is a critical move we need to make and the sooner we do it,
the greater is the benefit that we will draw from our own climate actions.
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GS PAPER – I - SOCIETY
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21. Discuss the concept of Secular state.

APPROACH




Intro – Define Indian secularism
Body – Explain the concept of secular state
Conclusion - Way forward

Intro:
Indian secularism did not erect a strict wall of separation, but proposed a 'principled
distance' between religion and state. In India, secularism means equal treatment of all
religions. The western model of secularism is criticised in India for being an outdated
concept as Rajeev Bhargava argued that since Western model was developed when
society was more homogeneous but since in the era of globalization, society is
becoming more heterogeneous therefore a new concept, suitable for the present
situation, is needed. Hence, here India is a secular state.

Body of the answer:
Secular State as preventing discrimination:
Perhaps one way of preventing religious discrimination is to work together formutual
enlightenment. Education is one way of helping to change the mindset of people.
Individual examples of sharing and mutual help can also contribute towards reducing
prejudice and suspicion between communities. It is always inspiring to read stories of
Hindus saving Muslims or Muslims saving Hindus in the midst of a deadly communal
riot. But it is unlikely that mere education or the goodness of some persons will
eliminate religious discrimination. In modern societies, states have enormous public
power. How they function is bound to make a crucial difference to the outcome of any
struggle to create a society less ridden with inter-community conflict and religious
discrimination. For this reason, we need to see what kind of state is needed to prevent
religious conflict and to promote religious harmony.
For a start, a state must not be run by the heads of any particular religion. A state
governed directly by a priestly order is called theocratic. Theocratic states, such as the
Papal states of Europe in medieval times or in recent times the Taliban-controlled
state, lacking separation between religious and political institutions, are known for
their hierarchies, and oppressions, and reluctance to allow freedom of religion to
members of other religious groups. If we value peace, freedom and equality, religious
institutions and state institutions must be separated.
Some people think that the separation of state and religion is sufficient for the
existence of a secular state. This does not appearto be so. Many states which are nontheocratic continue to have a close alliance with a particular religion. For example, the
state in England in the sixteenth century was not run by a priestly class but clearly
favoured the Anglican Church and its members. England had an established Anglican
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religion, which was the official religion of the state. Today Pakistan has an official
state religion, namely Sunni Islam. Such regimes may leave little scope for internal
dissent or religious equality.
To be truly secular, a state must not only refuse to be theocratic but also have no
formal, legal alliance with any religion. The separation of religion-state is, however, a
necessary but not a sufficient ingredient of a secular state. A secular state must be
committed to principles and goals which are at least partly derived from non-religious
sources. These ends should include peace, religious freedom, freedom from religiously
grounded oppression, discrimination and exclusion, as also inter-religious and intrareligious equality.

Way forward:
To promote these ends the state must be separated from organised religion and its
institutions for the sake of some of these values. However, there is no reason to
suggest that this separation should take a particular form. In fact the nature and
extent of separation may take different forms, depending upon the specific values it is
meant to promote and the way in which these values are spelt out. We will now
consider two such conceptions: the mainstream western conception best represented
by the American state, and an alternative conception best exemplified by the Indian
state.
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22. Discuss various issues faced by women in work life.

APPROACH




Intro – brief explain the barriers and obstacles
Body – Explain various issues
Conclusion - Conclude by saying it is still present

Intro:
Although GOI made several legislation and various awareness activities, women still
face considerable barriers and obstacles in the workplace. The concept of glass
ceiling is very deep rooted and In order to climb the career ladder and chase after the
professional ambitions, women must first break the glass ceiling. The following are
the various hurdles faced by women in the employment.

Body of the answer:
Issues faced by women in Employment:
1) Pregnancy discrimination: Many working women are faced with a major
dilemma when it comes to starting a family. Pregnancy discrimination occurs
when a woman is treated unfairly due to pregnancy, childbirth or a medical
condition related to their pregnancy. It also involves bias towards an expectant
woman, and behaviors such as social isolation, stereotyping, intrusive
comments, change of duties, lack of development opportunities and pay
reduction. In some other cases, employers may be unwilling to offer reasonable
accommodations to their pregnant employees, which could have serious health
repercussions for both the expectant mother and the baby.
2) Sexual harassment: Workplace sexism and harassment have become even more
evident in recent years, with women plucking up the courage to share their
horrific experiences. The #MeToo movement exposing just how widespread
sexual violence, abuse and harassment are in professional environments, and
beyond. Sexual harassment can manifest in multiple forms, from sexual remarks
about a person’s body, appearance or clothing, to unwelcome physical
advancements and any other nonverbal actions that can create a hostile,
offensive or intimidating environment.
3) Gender pay gap: The gender pay gap is something that’s widely discussed in
today’s working world. While some may try to dismiss this issue as a myth, the
numbers and figures prove this claim to be false. As per the Global Gender Gap
Report 2021 published by the World Economic Forum, India is ranked at 140 out
of 156 countries with a score of 0.625 (out of 1).Interestingly, the jobs that
prefer women—business process outsourcing centres, teaching and service
industries—pay male employees better than women.
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4) Glass Celling: Career advancement is much trickier for young female
professionals who need to work harder than their male peers in order to earn
recognition or praise. Every big corporation, employees majority are men. The
reason is unknown, but in most workplaces, there’s a general feeling that men
advance faster, and women are deemed ‘incompetent’, even when they haven’t
been given the opportunity to prove themselves.
5) Work-life imbalance: Another noticeable challenge that the working women
face is the lack of work-life balance. Of course, everyone struggles with
balancing their work and personal life. This was made especially obvious during
the COVID-19 pandemic, with workers working from home reporting they were
unable to switch off and maintain boundaries with their work.That said, women
are still facing societal expectations regarding family roles, especially in
heterosexual relationships.
6) Lack of childcare support: The high cost of childcare and limited help offered by
employers is reducing women’s participation in the workforce; from reduced
hours to pay cuts to loss of employment altogether.
7) The existence of lopsided gender preference in the Indian labour market.
Inequality in recruitment may persist due to lack of information about the ability
of workers in the demographic group that is being discriminated against. This
leads to selection bias even if the employer is unprejudiced. The rest can be
explained by deep-rooted cultural perceptions regarding gender-specific roles.
8) Bargaining Power: The occupational segregation based on gender and
concentration of women in relatively low-paying jobs reduces their bargaining
power to negotiate the terms of employment. Even in identical jobs, men and
women have different bargaining power. This is a reality across industries and
socio-economic strata.

Conclusion:
While the ground may be considerably more level than how it was a few decades ago,
there is still a long way before we can say that there is true equality in the workplace
(and beyond). Indeed, a lot of these issues are much more nuanced, and hence easier
to dismiss and met with scrutiny by individuals who believe we have achieved gender
equality.
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23. Discuss various schemes by GOI in advancing economic
participation of Women in India.

APPROACH




Intro – brief explain the barriers and obstacles
Body – Explain various issues
Conclusion - Conclude by saying it is still present

Intro:
Government of India has given utmost priority to empower women, reducing
disparity between men and women, improving the health of women, increasing their
socio-economic status and participation in various fields. Some major initiatives taken
by Government of India to improve the economic participation of women are as
follows:

Body of the answer:
Schemes by GOI:
1) Scheme for Adolescent Girls: At this stage, she stands at the threshold of
adulthood. This stage is intermediary between childhood and womanhood and
it is the most eventful for mental, emotional and psychological well being. The
life-cycle approach for holistic child development remains unaddressed if
adolescent girls are excluded from the developmental programmes aimed at
human resource development. The scheme aims to empower girls in the age
group 11-18 and to improve their social status through nutrition, life skills, home
skills and vocational training. Adolescence is a crucial phase in the life of
woman. The Adolescent Girls (AG) Scheme, implemented by the Ministry of
Women and Child Development under Umbrella Integrated Child Development
Services (ICDS), primarily aims at breaking the inter-generational life-cycle of
nutritional and gender disadvantage and providing a supportive environment
for self-development.
2) The Government of India has launched “Working Women Hostel Scheme” to
promote the availability of reliable and conveniently located accommodation for
the working women who are leaving their homes due to professional
commitments. Under this scheme, the Government provides a grant-in-aid for
the construction of new or expansion of existing buildings to advance hostel
facilities in cities, towns and also in rural areas.
3) Ministry of Women and Child Development implements the National Crèche
Scheme for the children of working mothers as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme
through States/ UTs. It is to provide day care facilities to children (age group of 6
months to 6 years) of working mothers.The Scheme provides an integrated
package of the following services: Day care facilities including sleeping facilities,
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Early stimulation for children below 3 years and pre-school education for 3 to 6
years old children, Supplementary nutrition (to be locally sourced), Growth
monitoring and Health check-up and immunization .
4) Deen Dayal Upadhyay National Urban Livelihoods Mission: To reduce poverty
and vulnerability of the urban poor households by enabling them to access
gainful self-employment and skilled wage employment opportunities, resulting
in an appreciable improvement in their livelihoods on a sustainable basis,
through building strong grassroots level institutions of the poor. The mission
would aim at providing shelter equipped with essential services to the urban
homeless in a phased manner. In addition, the Mission would also address
livelihood concerns of the urban street vendors by facilitating access to suitable
spaces, institutional credit, social security and skills to the urban street vendors
for accessing emerging market opportunities.
5) BetiBachaoBetiPadhao (BBBP): Objective of the scheme is to celebrate the girl
child by preventing gender biased sex selective elimination, ensuring survival
protection, education, and participation.
6) Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) is the flagship scheme of the
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE). The objective of this
Skill Certification Scheme is to enable a large number of Indian youth to take up
industry-relevant skill training that will help them in securing a better livelihood.
Individuals with prior learning experience or skills will also be assessed and
certified under Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL). Under this Scheme, Training
and Assessment fees are completely paid by the Government.
7) Skill Upgradation & Mahila Coir Yojna is an exclusive training programme of
MSME aimed at skill development of women artisans engaged in coir Industry.
8) Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme is a major credit-linked
subsidy programme aimed at generating self-employment opportunities
through establishment of micro-enterprises in the non-farm sector.
9) Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana provides access to institutional finance to
micro/small business.

Conclusion:
A report by McKinsey Global Institute has estimated that just by offering equal
opportunities to women, India could add US$ 770 billion to its GDP by 2025. Yet, the
present contribution of women to the GDP remains at 18%. Hence, it is high time to
increase women participation in economy.
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24. Discuss various schemes by GOI in advancing Health and
Nutrition of women in India.

APPROACH




Intro – brief explain the importance of health and nutrition of women
Body – Explain various Schemes
Conclusion - way forward

Intro:
Educating women about nutrition and its importance can play a larger role in
promoting the health of the country’s population. Women’s nutrition is one such
aspect that requires urgent attention as it has a direct bearing on family and
community health. Women’s nutrition is linked to their health, education to perform
better in schools and at work. In order to achieve these things, GOI came up with
various schemes.

Body of the answer:
Health and Nutrition:
1) Government has announced Mission Poshan 2.0, an integrated nutrition support
programme which subsumes Supplementary Nutrition Programme and POSHAN
Abhiyaan, has been announced in budget 2021-2022 for all States/UTs to
strengthen nutritional content, delivery, outreach and outcomes with focus on
developing practices that nurture health, wellness and immunity to disease and
malnutrition. Steps have also been taken to improve nutritional quality and
testing, strengthen delivery and leverage technology under Poshan Tracker a
robust ICT enabled platform, to improve governance with regard to real time
monitoring and provisioning of supplementary nutrition for prompt supervisions
and management of services.
2) The PMMVY scheme is designed to provide cash incentives for lactating women
and pregnant women who have lost their job due to the ongoing pregnancy.
Apart from the three installments to be claimed within 150 days, 180 days, and at
childbirth, the scheme does not offer additional coverages.
3) Ayushman Bharat-Health & Wellness Centers (AB-HWC) was envisioned by the
hon’ble Prime Minister to provide affordable and accessible healthcare to the
last mile. The scheme provides Comprehensive Primary Health Care including
health promotion through.
4) Government of India has launched the Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakaram
(JSSK) on 1st June, 2011. The scheme is to benefit pregnant women who access
Government health facilities for their delivery. Moreover it will motivate those
who still choose to deliver at their homes to opt for institutional deliveries. All
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the States and UTs have initiated implementation of the scheme. It is to
eliminate out-of-pocket expenses for institutional delivery of pregnant women
and treatment of sick infants.In 2014, the programme was extended to all
antenatal & post-natal complications of pregnancy and similar entitlements have
been put in place for all sick newborns and infants (up to one year of age)
accessing public health institutions for treatment.
5) Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY) to provide financial assistance to pregnant women
for encouraging institutional delivery.
6) The Surakshit Matritva Aashwasan (SUMAN) has been launched by the Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare on 10th October 2019 with the commitment to
provide Assured, dignified, respectful and quality healthcare, at no cost and zero
tolerance for denial of services, for every woman and newborn.
7) LaQshya initiative to improve the quality of care in Labour room and Maternity
Operation Theatres.
8) Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana empowers women and protects their health by
providing LPG cylinder free of cost.

Way forward:
From the above we can say that GOI India taking at most steps need for the
development of nutrition and heath of women in India. Still, in order to reach the
expected results, it it indeed important to increase the coverage and implementation
strategies. Moreover, people participation is important for making such schemes as
successful movement.
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25. Discuss the components of Ayushman Bharat School Health
& Wellness Ambassador Initiative by GOI.

APPROACH




Intro – brief explain the importance of the scheme
Body – Explain various components
Conclusion - way forward

Intro:
A good quality education is the foundation of health and well-being. For people to
lead healthy and productive lives, they need knowledge to prevent sickness and
disease. For children and adolescents to learn, they need to be well nourished and
healthy. Hence, GOI came with a novel initiative called Ayushman Bharat School
Health & Wellness Ambassador. The following are the component.

Body of the answer:
Components of Ayushman Bharat School Health & Wellness Ambassador Initiative:
1) The central Government launched the School Health Ambassador Initiative in
2020 to spread awareness about the preventive health aspects. Under the
initiative, two teachers will be identified in every government school as ‘health
and wellness ambassadors’.These ambassadors will receive support from class
monitors, who will serve as ''Health and Wellness Messengers''.
2) Health and Wellness Ambassadorswill be trained to transact health promotion
and disease prevention information in the form of interesting activities for one
hour every week24 hour sessions will be delivered through weekly structured
interactive classroom-based activities.
3) A proper 24-hour curriculum has been prepared for the health programme by
the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT). Besides this,
materials for the training of nodal teachers and a facilitator’s guide have also
been developed in consultation with the Health and HRD Ministry.
4) Every Tuesday may be dedicated as Health and Wellness Day in the schools.
5) The NCERT has constituted a National Resource Group (NRG) comprising 40
members who have sound training skills and experience in adolescent health.
The NRG will then train the state resource group.
6) In this new initiative, health promotion and prevention activities program has
been added in addition to ongoing health screening program through Rasthriya
Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK) teams and provision of services.
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7) Growing up healthy, emotional wellbeing and mental health, interpersonal
relationships, values and responsible citizenship, gender equality, nutrition,
health and sanitation, promotion of healthy lifestyles, prevention and
management of substance misuse, reproductive health and HIV prevention,
safety and security against violence and injuries, and promotion of safe use of
internet, media and social media are the 11 identified themes.

Conclusion:
The goal of education is not only to increase the knowledge, but also to inculcate behaviour which promotes consciousness about good health. Hence, via this
programme we can improve the heath and welfare awareness among young minds
which reaches further.
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GS PAPER – II
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
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26. India is a reality that looms large over Nepal, for better or
worse. That fact shapes the contemporary India-Nepal
relations too. Comment.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: ELABORATE THE HISTORICAL RELATION
 BODY: DISCUSS CONVERGENT AND DIVERGENT AREAS
 CONCLUSION: GIVE AN OPTIMISTIC CONCLUSION

Intro:
India and Nepal marked 75 years of official diplomatic relations. The two neighbors
have multidimensional and dense relations, yet the relationship is also chaotic and
marked by contradictions.

Body:
How is India in the relationship:


First, India has been an enduring feature in every significant political
development in Nepal. It has been involved either directly or indirectly.



India played a direct role in the 1950 democratic movement that overthrew the
autocratic Rana regime, the 1990 people’s movement that established multiparty
democracy, and the 2006 Jana Andolan (people’s movement)-II, which led to the
overthrow of the monarchy.

Trust deficit in relationship


Some Nepalis perceive, though not entirely correctly, an Indian hand behind
every change in government in Nepal. Even senior leaders allege a conspiracy by
India when they are ousted from their position.



The first-generation leaders who fought for democratic Nepal also fought for
Indian independence alongside Indian contemporaries such as Jawaharlal Nehru
and Mahatma Gandhi.



Therefore, the leaders of the two countries enjoyed a close personal bond.
However, the subsequent generation had no such connections, and Nepal fell
down the pecking order in Indian leaders’ priorities. That resulted in bureaucrats
from Indian external affairs and intelligence agencies taking a more prominent
role in dealing with Nepal.
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Second, India is critical to Nepal’s security. On the one hand, India is Nepal’s
primary conventional security threat. India’s colossal asymmetry in size, power,
and capability is a massive concern for Nepal.



Additionally, New Delhi’s absorption of Sikkim into India and Nepal’s territorial
disputes with India heighten this threat perception. The Nehruvian doctrine that
Nepal is India’s buffer with China and within the Indian sphere of influence
continues to dominate New Delhi’s thinking.



The 1950 Treaty also gives India complete leverage over the supply of military
equipment to Nepal. Nepal has tried to bypass India and import arms from
elsewhere but has faced severe consequences such as economic blockades
along its border with India.



On the other hand, India is also the first country Nepal seeks support from
during emergencies. For example, India was the first country to provide support
during the disastrous earthquake in 2015 and also the first to supply Nepal with
the COVID-19 vaccine.



Third, India looms large in the Nepali economy. In the 1950s and 1960s, Nepal
traded almost exclusively with India. The total trade volume was small, but India
accounted for 95 percent of Nepal’s foreign trade. Nepal maintained a small but
positive balance of trade with India.

AREAS OF COOPERATION


However, after the economy of both countries liberalized, trade volume
increased exponentially, with Nepal’s imports from India outpacing exports to
India by incredible margins. Currently, more than two-thirds of Nepal’s trade is
with India.



Nepal’s trade deficit with India was around $8 billion in 2020-21. For every $1
worth of exports to India, Nepal imports $10 worth of goods and services from
India.



Nepal’s complete reliance on India for critical supplies such as petroleum
products is of great concern. Similarly, Nepal’s food imports from India are
rapidly increasing. From interdependence, Nepal has now become dependent on
India.



Finally, India has a major influence in Nepal’s socio-cultural issues as well. From
religious and cultural linkages to “roti-beti” (food and marriage) ties, Nepal and
India share a common civilization and mythology to a great extent.
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The critical religious sites for Hindus and Buddhists span across the border.
Anybody would be hard-pressed to separate Indians from Nepalis at the border
areas. Many Nepalis have grown up on a steady diet of Bollywood. The two
countries share a love for cricket.



At the same time, Nepalis strive for an identity independent of Indians. Any
insinuation that Nepalis and Indians are similar is often opposed vociferously.
Anti-Indian sentiment, reserved especially for the Indian bureaucrats and political
leaders, runs deep.



Therefore, the India-Nepal relationship has been full of contradictions. Nepali
leaders seek Indian engagement but resent it when it is not in their favor. India is
a source of security and threat at the same time. Nepalis and Indians talk about
brotherhood, but India is also the “other” in Nepal’s identity-making.



However, there is no contradiction in one sense: India is a reality that looms large
over Nepal, for better or worse. That fact shapes the contemporary India-Nepal
relations too.

Conclusion:


This is because although the two countries established formal diplomatic
relations just months before India got independence from the British in August
1947, India and Nepal have engaged with each other for millennia.



The relationship is founded on an age-old connection of history, a shared
civilization, culture, and religion. In the words of PM Modi: The relations
between India and Nepal are “as ancient as the ocean and as stable as the
Himalayas”.
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27. In a rare coming together, P5 nations of UNSC has come
together to issue a joint statement on nuclear weapons. Why
UNSC joint statement on nuclear weapons is important and
what do you think should follow up?

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: SHORT INTRO ABOUT NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
 BODY: DISCUSS RECENT JOINT STATEMENT AND ITS IMPORTANCE
 CONCLUSION: WAY FORWARD AND FINISH IT IN A POSITIVE WAY

Intro:


The nuke-wary people of Earth have not risen in unison to welcome the
statement made on January 3 by the five permanent members of the United
Nations Security Council (P5).



Yet, the assurance about “avoiding an arms race and not targeting each other
or any other state”, and preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons, is
important.

Body:


The P5 statement reaffirms that a “nuclear war cannot be won and must never
be fought” because of its “far-reaching consequences”.



The statement further reaffirms that nuclear threats must be addressed and
emphasises the importance of “preserving and complying with our bilateral and
multilateral non-proliferation, disarmament, and arms control agreements and
commitments”.



The statement also expresses a commitment to the group’s Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) obligations and “to prevent the
unauthorised or unintended use of nuclear weapons”



Declaring that an arms race would benefit none and endanger all, the P5 have
undertaken to:
(1) “work with all states to create a security environment more conducive to
progress on disarmament with the ultimate goal of a world without nuclear
weapons with undiminished security for all”;
(2) “continue seeking bilateral and multilateral diplomatic approaches to avoid
military confrontations, strengthen stability and predictability, increase
mutual understanding and confidence”; and
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(3) Pursue “constructive dialogue with mutual respect and acknowledgement of
each other’s security interests and concerns”.


This is a major statement. It is not a binding resolution and reiterates some of the
core obligations of the NPT, while a review of the NPT remains postponed till
August due to the Covid-19 pandemic.



But none of these factors diminish the urgency and the political significance of
the statement, especially given the unimaginable danger posed by the 13,000
nuclear weapons currently believed to be held by a handful of countries, and the
growing spectre of loose nukes, which may be deployed by armed terrorist
groups for nefarious purposes.

Bold action on six fronts are necessary


First, that member states should chart a path forward on nuclear disarmament;



Second, they should agree to new measures of “transparency and dialogue”;



Third, they should address the “simmering” nuclear crises in the Middle East and
Asia;



Fourth, they should strengthen the existing global bodies that support nonproliferation, including the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA);



Fifth, they should promote the peaceful use of nuclear technology, and



Finally, they should remind “the world’s people – and especially its young people
– that eliminating nuclear weapons is the only way to guarantee that they will
never be used”.

Conclusion:
Gandhi taught us that the right to peace is an essential framework for all human rights
and that waging peace is everyone’s work, regardless of vocation, profession, or
discipline. Peace is necessary for rights, freedom, equality, and justice
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28. BBIN is considered to be a master plan for integrating south
Asia with south East Asia. In this context identify the
importance of BBIN network and the potential regional and
global benefits arising out of it.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: SHORT INTRO ABOUT BBIN
 BODY: DISCUSS THE IMPORTANCE OF BBIN
 CONCLUSION: GIVE OPTIMISTIC CONCLUSION

Intro:


Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal (BBIN) sub regional initiative is envisioned to
improve economic cooperation and connectivity among these four South Asian
countries.



The BBIN initiative is a welcome sub-regional integration project for India.



It allows India to bypass Pakistan and discuss connectivity issues with Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Nepal, which has proved difficult at the SAARC level. It also
integrates well with India's 'Look East Policy.

Body:


The first and most obvious reason is the high level of political tension and
mistrust between India and Pakistan, the two biggest economies of SAARC and
as such, whose relationship tends to dictate the overall tenor of the association.



Second, India is a major economic power in South Asia and its GDP is about 79
percent of the total GDP of the region. Therefore, there exists some skepticism
about India's possible dominance of SAARC.



This apprehension is reinforced by the fact that India runs a huge trade surplus
vis-à-vis all South Asian countries.



It is portrayed to indicate that India has not played a role that is commensurate
to its economic size in the South Asian regional integration process.



In other words, it is a long held view that India has not opened its markets
effectively to its South Asian trade partners. India, for its part, has over the years
responded to such calls by reducing its tariff rates against these countries.



Tariff negotiations are going on since the establishment of SAARC and market
access negotiations continue under the SAFTA platform.
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Importance of BBIN:
1. The first achievement of the BBIN initiative has been the Motor Vehicles
Agreement (MVA), signed on 15 June 2015 in Thimpu, Bhutan. The MVA looks at
easing passenger, personal and cargo movement among the BBIN countries. It
has been developed with the support of the ADB under its South Asia Sub
regional Economic Cooperation programme.
2. BBIN MVA will allow the BBIN countries to move forward with implementation
of land transport facilitation arrangements between and among them, enable
the exchange of traffic rights and ease cross-border movement of goods,
vehicles and people, thereby helping to expand people-to-people contact, trade
and economic exchanges between them. The BBIN MVA would make cross
border trade and transport in and through the Northeastern region of India to
and from Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal more efficient.
3. The agreement will allow vehicles to enter each other's territory and eliminate
the need for transshipment of goods from one country's truck to another at the
border, thereby eliminating a time-consuming and costly process. This is not only
going to reduce trade costs between nations and facilitate smoother
transactions and boost trade, but it will also possibly reduce some of the
informal trade that happens among these countries. Estimates suggest that
while formal intra-SAARC trade is around $28-30 billion per year, informal trade
among these countries can be as high as $25 billion.
4. An added benefit of the MVA will be that it will promote support for
containerised movement of cargo. Containerisation of trade has lowered the
cost of trade across the world significantly and it is likely that high trade costs
among South Asian countries will be drastically reduced when containerisation
gains more popularity. Recent news reports indicate that BBIN countries have
agreed to begin discussions on the possibility of having a BBIN rail agreement.
One of the biggest advantages of containerised trade is that it is multi-modal and
therefore, an integrated and seamless road and rail network will further facilitate
containerisation in South Asia and help reduce trade costs.
5. It will give a boost to the landlocked LDCs such as Bhutan and Nepal, with small
domestic markets. It is imperative for these countries to have access to global
markets, both for exports and imports. These countries will benefit most due to
easier cross-border movement of passenger and goods due to the BBIN MVA
and the expected BBIN rail network agreement. These agreements will make it
easier for the countries to access the ports of India and Bangladesh for intraregional and extra-regional trade.
6. The northeastern region of India will also benefit significantly from the BBIN
MVA and rail network programmes. One of the major challenges faced by
India's Northeast has been poor connectivity. The BBIN agreements will reduce
distance between the northeastern states and the Kolkata port by about a
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thousand kilometres, as well as allow these states to access the Chittagong port
in Bangladesh. This has the potential to unlock significant business opportunities
in India's northeast.
7. Besides easier flow of goods, the BBIN initiative also promises to facilitate the
movement of people across borders. This has huge implications for both
business and trade as it can lead to improved people-to-people contact,
encourage business travel and most importantly can give a huge boost to trade
in various services. One major advantage of BBIN is that there is little that divides
the citizens in terms of demographics and cultural traits--and this can be
leveraged to promote trade in different types of services
8. It is well recognised that there is big potential for religious, cultural, adventure
and eco-tourism among the BBIN countries. There is also significant opportunity
to improve trade in services in the areas of energy, healthcare and education.
Easier movement of people across borders among the BBIN countries is
expected to boost these services. It is also expected that increased economic
and trade integration among these countries will generate demand for
supporting services such as logistics, shipping, banking and finance and express
delivery. An integrated market will also boost e-commerce services in the region.
9. Other expected benefits to the region willcome from possible development of
regional value chains in South Asia. Globally there is an increased trend for
participation in production networks or value chains where a number of spatially
separated but linked firms engage in the production of different components of
the same product. By breaking up the production process into tasks that require
different input combinations or skills, these firms can improve the overall
production efficiency by matching tasks with location-specific advantages.
Therefore, at a regional level, a group of firms engaged in such production
networks can utilise country-specific comparative advantages tolower
production costs and increase market access
10. From a wider perspective, the BBIN MVA canbe seen as a first step towards a
broader integration process. The locational advantage of South Asia implies that
it can serve as a gateway for connecting to Southeast and East Asia. The BBIN
MVA network has created the first step of this broader integration process. India
is at present negotiating a similar agreement with Myanmar and Thailand. If the
agreement is implemented, the BBIN sub-region will be more seamlessly
integrated with the ASEAN market.
11. This is important because of both economic and strategic reasons. ASEAN is a big
and growing market and India already has a number of FTAs signed with the
ASEAN countries. Improved connectivity will imply much tighter economic
integration between India and other BBIN countries with ASEAN. The biggest
beneficiaries are likely to be the landlocked countries of Bhutan and Nepal,
Bangladesh and eastern and Northeastern parts of India. The ADB also has
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ambitious plans of trans-Asia road and rail networks, and the BBIN initiative
coupled with the India-Myanmar-Thailand agreement can fit well into that plan.

Conclusion:


For the BBIN initiative to achieve success, it will be important to calibrate the
speed and level of its ambitions. It must be recognised that even within the BBIN
group there is significant heterogeneity in terms of economic size and level of
economic development.



Therefore, the political objectives and policy priorities of these countries might
be very different. Further, national security issues are increasingly becoming an
area of major concern, which can put a brake on regional or sub-regional
integration. The long-term acceptability and success of BBIN will depend on how
well these challenges are taken up within the framework.
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29. Arctic region has been developing as an area of interest for
the global players. Discuss India's Arctic policy and its major
pillars.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: BASIC INTRO ABOUT ARCTIC POLICY AND ITS FEATURES
 BODY: ELABORATE ITS SIX PILLARS
 CONCLUSION: END IT IN A OPTIMISTIC WAY

Intro:


On 17th March, 2022 India released its first Arctic Policy. India’s Arctic policy aims
at strengthening national capabilities and competencies in science and
exploration, climate and environmental protection, maritime and economic
cooperation with the Arctic region.



The policy document aims at strengthening country’s institutional and human
resource capacities within the government, academic, research and business
institutions.



It further seeks to for developing better understanding on Arctic climate change
and its impact on India's climate, economic and energy security.



The National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research (NCPOR) in Goa, under
Ministry of Earth Sciences is the nodal agency for Polar research, which includes
Arctic studies.



The Ministry of External Affairs acts as an external interface to the Arctic Council.
Several other ministries and institutions are involved in Arctic activities and are
poised to expand their engagement.

Body:


India’s Arctic Policy defines the Arctic as the region above the Arctic Circle, north
of latitude 66° 34’ N, which includes the Arctic Ocean with the North Pole at its
centre. Five Arctic littoral states—Canada, Denmark (Greenland), Norway, Russia
and the USA (Alaska) maintain national jurisdiction in the Arctic Ocean.



Finland, Sweden and Iceland along with these five littoral sates form the Arctic
Council. The Arctic region has almost four million inhabitants, of which
approximately one tenth are indigenous people.
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India’s Arctic Policy rests on six important pillars:
Science and Research


India has been actively engaged in scientific research in the Arctic, Antarctic and
the Himalayas. In the Arctic the research aims at strengthening existing
infrastructure capabilities including the acquisition of a dedicated ice-class Polar
Research Vessel.



The Policy also calls for funding support for Arctic research in India and for
strengthening national and international collaborations with the Arctic states.
The Arctic Policy underlines India’s expertise in satellite communications which
could provide effective digital connectivity solutions in the Arctic.

Climate and Environment Protection


India’s Arctic Policy lists climate change as an urgent and existential global
challenge. The Policy calls for undertaking research in the Arctic to understand
the climate linkages between Arctic sea-ice melt and Indian monsoons.



Further, the document calls for undertaking scientific research in understanding
methane emissions, issues of black carbon, and micro-plastic in the Arctic Ocean.



Finally, India’s Arctic Policy calls for active engagements with all the Arctic
Council’s working groups to promote and exchange knowledge for enhancing
Indian scientific expertise in the region.



Economic and Human Development As one of the six-pillars, the Economic and
Human Developments stresses on developing and benefiting from Arctic natural
resources.



India seeks economic development of the Arctic region as per the United
Nations Economic Development Goals and participation with all the Arctic states
and observer countries. India aims to establish digital partnership with Arctic
countries to promote e-commerce in the region.



In the coming years, India would also be interested in undertaking infrastructure
development projects such as rail, roads, ports, airport and developing
Information and Communication technology (ICT) projects in the Arctic.



Under its Human Development pillar, India plans to share its expertise and gain
knowledge in governance and welfare of the Arctic indigenous communities.



The policy encourages Indian tourism to the Arctic region as well as collaboration
in developing traditional medicine and healthcare system though its knowledge
expertise of Ayurveda, Sidha and Unani.
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Transport and Connectivity


India’s Arctic Policy highlights that icefree conditions in the Arctic are resulting in
the opening of the new shipping route that could reshape global shipping route.
Traffic through the Northern Sea Route (NSR) is expected to rise by 80 million
tons by 2024.



This would require hydrological and meteorological data charts, skilled
manpower and efficient communication network in the region. India ranks third
in the list of seafarer supplying to nations shipping expertise. Through its well
developed hydrographic capacity, India could assist in the survey and mapping of
Arctic routes.



India also seeks to participate in the environmental monitoring study to evaluate
the predicted emissions of ships likely to traverse through the Arctic region.

Governance and International Cooperation


The Arctic Policy underlines the importance of upholding international law, in
particular UNCLOS.



It simultaneously calls for India’s active participation in international climate
change and environmental treaty frameworks.



India to note is a member of the International Maritime Organization and the
International Hydrographic Organization.

National Capacity Building


The Arctic Policy under its sixth pillar of National Capacity Building calls for
enhancing human resource capabilities in the Arctic. From science and
exploration, to seafaring and economic cooperation, India seeks to augment its
domestic capacity, capability and awareness on Arctic-related events and
strengthen NCPOR and other related institutes.



It also seeks to enhance domestic scientific research by expanding earth
sciences, biological sciences, geosciences, and space related programmes. The
Policy impresses on developing Indian trained manpower in the services sector
and skills in maritime insurance, chartering, arbitration and brokerage. Finally it
calls on building a wide-ranging institutional base on Arctic maritime, legal,
environmental and governance issues.

Conclusion:



Thus Arctic region has emerged as an important non traditional security theatre
for India and has the potential similar to Indo Pacific beyond 2050.
It's wise that India engages with all stakeholders of the region and ensure that it
becomes a major player in the developements around arctic region
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30. As the future of Myanmar’s democracy is now uncertain and
given its strategic importance, in this context discuss geo
political implications for the region and India.

APPROACH
 INTRO CURRENT HAPPENINGS IN MYANMAR.
 STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE FOR INDIA AND IMPLICATION OF COUP ON INDIA’S
INTEREST.
 SUGGEST SOME MEASURES FOR ENHANCING INDIA MYANMAR RELATIONS

Intro:


The long-lingering power struggle in Myanmar has finally ended.



The Myanmarjunta or Myanmar’s military has toppled the democratically elected
government ina Coup D’etat.



This has smashed decade-long hopes for a truly democratic Myanmar.

Body:
Strategic Importance of Myanmar for India:
Muti-faceted Relationship:


India and Myanmar have traditionally had much incommon, with cultural,
historical, ethnic, and religious ties, in addition to sharing along geographical
land border and maritime boundary in the Bay of Bengal.

Geo-Strategic Location of Myanmar:


Myanmar is geopolitically significant to Indiaas it stands at the center of the
India-Southeast Asia geography.



Myanmar is the only Southeast Asian country that shares a land border with
north eastern India, stretching some 1,624 kilometers.



The two countries also share a 725-km maritime boundary in the Bay of Bengal.

Confluence of Two Foreign policy Doctrines:


Myanmar is the only country that sits at the intersection of India’s
“Neighborhood First” policy and its “Act East” policy.
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Myanmar is an essential element in India’s practice of regional diplomacy in
theIndo-Pacific and serves as a land bridge to connect South Asia and
SoutheastAsia.

Competition with China:


If India is to become an assertive regional player in Asia, it has to work toward
developing policies that would improve and strengthen its relationship with
neighboring countries.



However, in pursuance of this, China is a big roadblock, as it aims to diminish
India’s influence in its neighborhood.



Therefore, both India and China are fighting for gaining influence in Myanmar.



For example, as part of its policy for the Indian Ocean called Security and
Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR), India developed the Sittwe port in
Myanmar’s Rakhine state.



The Sittwe port is meant to be India’s answer to the Chinese-fronted
Kyaukpyuport, which is intended to cement China’s geostrategic footprint in
Rakhine.

Critical For India’s National Security Interests:


North-eastern states in India are affected by left-wing extremism and narcotics
trade routes (golden triangle).



To counter these threats, the Indian and Myanmar armies have carried outmany
joint military operations like Operation Sunshine.

Economic Cooperation:


Many Indian companies made significant economic andtrade agreements in
infrastructure and other areas.



Some other Indian companies such as Essar, GAIL, and ONGC Videsh Ltd.



Have invested in Myanmar’s energy sector. To elevate its “Made in India” arms
industry, India has identified Myanmar as key to increasing its military exports
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Implications of Coup on India:
Political Realignments:


The coup has attracted strong reactions and the threat of sanctions from the
United States and the West.



This could lead to unique political realignments in Myanmar.



These decisive western sanctions may force Myanmar’s military to get closer to
China, which may not be in the interest of India.



Moreover, a failed Myanmar state at India’s doorstep and a weakened Myanmar
falling into the clutches of China as a satellite state may increase China’s bidding
in regional affairs.

Rohingya Issue on Back Burner:


Any effort to restore democracy in Myanmar will require supporting Aung San
SuuKyi.



However, due to her silence on the Rohingya crisis, the plight of the hapless
Rohingya may take a backseat or be conveniently forgotten.



This is not in India’s national security interest in the north-east.

Catch-22 Condition:
While India’s national interests, under the new circumstances, would clearly lie in
dealing with whoever is in power in Myanmar, India would find it difficult to openly
support the junta given the strong western and American stance.

Way Forward:
Cultural Diplomacy:


Myanmar’s importance to India’s conduct of cultural diplomacy through the lens
of Buddhism for tourism purposes.



India’s “Buddhist Circuit” initiative, which seeks to double foreign tourist
arrivals and revenue by connecting ancient Buddhist heritage sites across
different states in India, should resonate with Buddhist-majority Myanmar.



This could also build up India’s diplomatic reservoir of goodwill and trust with
Buddhist-majority countries such as Myanmar.
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Resolving Rohingyas Issue:
The quicker the Rohingya issue is resolved, the easier it will be for India to manage its
relations with Myanmar and Bangladesh, focusing instead more on bilateral and subregional economic cooperation.

Cooperation at Multilateral Forums:
Finally, cooperation in different multilateral forums such as ASEAN and BIMSTEC
strengthens the relationship between the two countries.

Conclusion:
Given the strategic importance of Myanmar, it is therefore in India’s geostrategic
interest to see Myanmar prevail as a stable and autonomous country, thereby making
possible greater bilateral engagement in India-Myanmar relations
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GS PAPER – III
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
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31. Block chain technology has more potential to transform
other key sectors like education sector in India. Evaluate
this statement

APPROACH
 Intro: Give a brief note on Blockchain technology
 Body:
 First part – Significance of Blockchain technology
 Second part – How Blockchain technology is helpful education sector
 Conclusion: Way Forward

Intro:


Blockchain derives its name from the digital databases or ledgers where
information is stored as “blocks’’ that are coupled together forming “chains”. An
exact copy of the blockchain is available to each of the multiple computers or
users who are joined together in a network and any new information added or
altered via a new block is to be vetted and approved by over half the total users.

Body:
Significance of Blockchain technology:


With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), availability of cheap computing
and internet services, blockchain technology can now facilitate innovations
across a range of processes and applications requiring management, storage,
retrieval and safety of vast and important information. These include
 management of information pertaining to financial transactions,
 electoral voting,
 medical records,
 academic lessons,
 property ownership records and
 professional testimonials.



A decentralised framework makes the system and the information stored therein
fraud-proof, transparent and credible.
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Blockchain technology in Education Sector:


Blockchain technology could provide an excellent framework to manage student
records ranging from day-to-day information such as assignments, attendance
and extracurricular activities, to information about degrees and colleges they
have attended.



It would be a secure system that ensures educational records remain
immutable. These could be relied upon by prospective educational institutions
and recruiters, who can be provided access to relevant records.



Similarly, information about teachers can be safely stored and this would enable
an educational institution to monitor faculty performance.



The NEP-2020 calls for introducing multidisciplinary education where students
would be able to choose their own combination of major and minor subjects
along with flexibility in course duration. Here too, blockchain can help implement
such a multiple-entry-and-exit structure.



Further, students can be assured of the quality of teachers and educators. It
could enable educators to display their certified Skill Badges, allowing students
to opt for courses in an informed manner. Meanwhile, students too, especially
those in higher education and research, can adopt Skill Badges to indicate their
proficiencies. This would enable faculty to identify the right students for
projects.



A blockchain-based ecosystem could also be used to design a scholarship system
incentivising student to maintain consistency and achieve academic excellence.

Conclusion:


The adoption of blockchain in education could help improve the efficiency of the
education ecosystem and optimise the use of human and physical resources.
While doing so, concerns such as data privacy, cost, scalability and integration
with legacy systems will have to be addressed. Doing so is worth every penny as
it would help usher in an educational system that is better equipped to handle
higher enrolment while being secure, transparent, collaborative, creative and
future-ready.
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32. Negligible share of internationalised MSMEs in India is a
cause for low level participation of Indian MSMEs in the
Global Value Chains (GVCs)- Comment

APPROACH
 Intro: Give a brief note on MSMEs
 Body: Impediments of Integration MSMEs in the GVC and suggest some policy
measures
 Conclusion: Way Forward

Intro:


The MSMEs play a fundamental role in India’s economic growth,
contributing 30% to its GDP and nearly 50% to its exports. The
sector encompasses over 63 million enterprises and provides a livelihood to
over 111 million workers.



With the manufacturing sector’s contribution to GDP hovering around the 15
per cent mark over the past two decades, MSMEs are seen as a way of reenergising the sector that will push its contribution to 25 per cent of GDP.



The potential of MSMEs is well recognised by industry bodies, academics, and
policymakers.



Along similar lines, the Economic Survey also underlines the significant benefits
that can be reaped by participation in GVCs (Global Value Chains) for Indian
manufacturing by creating four million jobs by 2025 and contributing one-fourth
in value-added terms towards the $5 trillion economy.

Body:
Impediments to GVC Integration:


Integration into GVCs can not only support economic growth but might also be a
crucial strategy in the post-pandemic recovery.



GVCs enable firms to participate in international markets more flexibly, as they
might contribute only a small component of an overall supply chain rather than a
product in its entirety.



In this regard, manufacturing MSMEs can use lower costs and flexibility to their
advantage. Innovation is yet another component of competitiveness, and
MSMEs can test advanced technologies in a pilot mode.
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MSMEs’ integration into GVCs, however, depends crucially on access to finance,
as rightly recognised by the government. For example, NITI Aayog’s Export
Preparedness Index (2021), released in March, covers access to finance as an
important sub-pillar of export preparedness, in which the coastal States have
performed better than others.



Yet another area of significant concern is delayed payments. The number of
applications filed by MSMEs on the delayed payment monitoring system MSME
Samadhaan has crossed the 1-lakh mark, amounting to over ₹26,000 crore.



The large extent of informality and the alarming rise in delayed payments
coupled with the slowdown imposed by the three waves of Covid-19 are
threatening the competitiveness and even survival of small firms. Without
improved access to finance, the goal of integrating MSMEs into supply chains
will remain a challenge.

Policy measures for smoother Integration of MSMEs into GVC:


The digital payment ecosystem holds immense potential for MSMEs by helping
them expand their online customer base and enabling faster flow of funds.



It becomes essential to provide training and generate more awareness among
MSMEs about digitalisation of banking systems and their operational dynamics
to make the digital transformation smoother.



Banks could also play other roles to help MSMEs in GVCs - they can facilitate
networking sessions with global companies.



Participation in the GVCs necessitates deeper reforms in labour markets, trade
infrastructure, and improvements in the overall business environment.

Conclusion:
Thus integration of Indian MSMEs with GVCs is the need of the hour for MSMEs. India
needs to create a hub for MSMEs as a market with linkages to various countries by
building and strengthening regional innovation systems and by establishing a
multipurpose science and technology commission in the clusters of SMEs.
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33. Skilling, up-skilling and reskilling of India’s youth – a
mantra for Atmanirbhar Bharat – Give your opinion

APPROACH
 Intro: Give a brief note on India’s demography
 Body:
 First part - Write about India’s scenario & initiatives related to skill
development
 Second part - Challenges regarding skill development
 Conclusion: Way Forward

Intro:
India being one of the youngest nations in the world with the average Indian being 29
years has the potential to convert this pool of young population into human
capital provided steadfast attention is given to skilling and education.

India’s Scenario:


A country that adds 12 million people to its workforce every year, less than 4%
have ever received any formal training. India’s workforce readiness is one of the
lowest in the world and a large chunk of existing training infrastructure is
irrelevant to industry needs.



Of the nearly 135 crore Indians in 2021, around 34% (46.42 crore) were below 19
years, and nearly 56% (75.16 crore) between the age of 20 and 59.



By 2041, this demographic will change, but with 59% (88.97 crore) of its
population between 20 and 59, India could be the world’s largest pool of human
resources.



Over the next two decades, the labour force in the industrialised world is
expected to decline by 4%, while in India it will increase by nearly 20%.



India could become the supplier of talent and skills if its workforce across age
groups is equipped with employable skills that keep pace with the exponentially
changing technological ecosystem.
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Body:
Skilling Ecosystem in India:


The skilling ecosystem in India dates back to 1956. Over time, a fairly vast
institutional system for training and skills has evolved. This includes 15,154
Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs) (including 11,892 private institutes); 36 Sector
Skills Councils, 33 National Skills Training Institutes, and 2,188 training partners
registered with NSDC.



The flagship Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana was launched in 2015 to
provide short-term training, skilling through ITIs and under the apprenticeship
scheme.



The SANKALP programme which focuses on district-level skilling ecosystem and
the STRIVE project which aims to improve the performance of ITIs are other
significant skilling interventions.

Challenges:


A 2020 NSO survey revealed that one out of every eight students enrolled in a
school or college drops out before completing education; 63% of these are at the
school level. In the absence of basic level education, it would be difficult to
upskill the younger population for higher-end jobs.



India has substantially addressed the education and skilling needs of the
incremental annual addition of 1.2 crore youth to the workforce. However, it is
the upskilling and re-skilling needs of the larger working population that have
been largely unmet.



According to a survey conducted by the NSSO, in India, there is a lack of training
facilities in as many as 20 high-growth industries such as logistics, healthcare,
construction, hospitality and automobiles.



The Covid-19 pandemic is responsible for the disruption of both short- and longterm training courses, thereby hurting millions of students.

Conclusion:
There is more than enough evidence that upskilling the already employed workforce
could lead to greater productivity in the economy, higher incomes for workers, and
higher profitability for firms.
To complement government efforts, systematic corporate investments in skilling
could play a decisive role in attracting larger investments at the national level.
Corporations could consider industry-level collaborations to provide industry-specific
skills.
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34. Focus on innovation and R&D will pave the pathway for
India to become Pharma capital of the world- Do you agree?

APPROACH
 Intro: Give a brief note on status of Indian Pharma Sector
 Body:
 First part: Factors responsible for Innovation in the pharmaceutical sector:
 Second part: Mention Government initiatives and Importance of academic
industry linkages
 Conclusion: Way Forward

Intro:
The Indian pharmaceuticals industry has established itself as an important contributor
for the ever-growing demand for pharmaceutical products and solutions globally.
Especially in view of the COVID-19 pandemic, India has emerged as a front-runner
owing to its mass export of essential medicines and medical equipment.
However, India needs to develop policies and strategies to become self-sufficient at a
domestic level by eliminating reliance on import of patented drugs and critical raw
materials such as Key Starting Materials (KSMs), Drug Intermediates (DIs), Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs).

Body:
Factors responsible for Innovation in the pharmaceutical sector:


Requirement of radical changes to policy and decision making by the
government to aid R&D activities and development of sustainable R&D facilities
leading to a constant stream of innovation.



Adequate funding by incentivising investment in the pharmaceutical sector;



Setting up of platforms to aid discussion and interaction between industry
stakeholders which will also act as a self-regulatory system of checks and
balances for progress in pharma related R&D



Skill development and addition to the workforce at all stages in the pharma
sector to achieve a balanced delivery of pharmaceutical products and solutions
domestically and internationally from the nascent stage of R&D to entry of the
product into market and its commercialization.
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Government Initiatives:


The Government of India has recently introduced ‘Scheme for Development of
Pharmaceutical Industry’, which aims at increasing efficiency and
competitiveness of the domestic pharmaceutical industry to aid India’s position
in the global market and to ensure accessibility and availability of quality
pharmaceuticals for mass consumption.



The PLI Scheme for promotion of domestic manufacturing of critical KSMs, DIs,
APIs in India aims at enhancing India’s manufacturing capabilities domestically by
increasing investment and production in the sector and contributing to product
diversification to high value goods in the pharmaceutical sector.



It has also recently introduced a Draft Policy to Catalyze R&D and Innovation in
the Pharma- MedTech Sector in India with the objective of enabling a conducive
regulatory landscape to accelerate R&D and drive targeted funding, build strong
industry-academia collaboration in line with global best practices and create
best-in-class infrastructure for innovation in pharma-medtech sectors.

Strengthen academic industry linkages:


It is essential to make an inclusive environment for industry experts and
academicians to have a common platform for discussions on the present
scenario and way forward for advancement of R&D in the pharma sector.



Public-private partnerships also become extremely conducive for combining
strengths from different sectors.

Conclusion:
The ultimate aim of India becoming a global leader in the pharma sector can only be
achieved if the changes suggested above are successfully implemented.
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35. Critically analyze Global Minimum Corporate Tax Rate
(GMCTR) and its impact on India

APPROACH
 Intro: Give a brief note on GMCTR
 Body:
 First part – Brief on why we need GMCTR and write about its Impact on
India
 Second part – Challenges in GMCTR
 Conclusion: Way Forward

Intro:
A global corporate minimum tax is a tax regime established by an international
agreement whereby participating countries would impose a specific minimum tax rate
on corporate income subject to the respective jurisdictions’ tax laws. Each country
would be entitled to share in the revenue generated by the tax. The agreement also
would prescribe a definition of income and other technical and administrative rules.
The OECD developed a proposal featuring a corporate minimum tax of 15% on foreign
profits of large multinationals.
The framework aims to discourage nations from tax competition through lower tax
rates that result in corporate profit shifting and tax base erosion.

Body:
Why a global minimum?


The proposal for a minimum corporate tax are tailored to address the low
effective rates of tax shelled out by some of the world’s biggest corporations,
including digital giants such as Apple, Alphabet and Facebook, as well as major
corporations such as Nike and Starbucks.

Impact on India:


In the Indian context, the GMCTR will bring equality to those people maybe
operating in India but not located in India and therefore not paying any taxes.



India is likely to benefit from the global minimum 15% corporate tax rate pact
as the effective domestic tax rate (other than in Special Economic Zones) is
above the threshold.
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Due to India’s tax rates too, it will be in an advantageous position because
Indian tax rates have come at a position where India can afford to give
concessions to big companies and yet not fall down at the international tax
rates.



Although the 15% GMCTR will not affect the current investments in India,
setting up more SEZs or giving incentives to companies to invest in India will
be a challenge.

Challenges in GMCTR:


Bringing all the major nations on the same page, especially since the pact
impinges on the right of the sovereign to decide a nation’s tax policy.



Countries like Ireland, which has a tax rate of 12.5%, has come out against the
global minimum tax, arguing that it would be disruptive to its economic
model.



IMF and World Bank data suggest that developing countries with less ability to
offer mega stimulus packages may experience a longer economic hangover
than developed nations.



A lower tax rate is a tool the countries can use to alternatively push economic
activity. Also, a global minimum tax rate will do little to tackle tax evasion.



Once an international commitment has been made for 15%, it will be very
difficult for the national governments to say who stays on 15% and who
doesn’t. It will introduce a rigidity in the rules which might not be as
favourable for countries’ economies.

Conclusion:
Once this deal comes through, India shall be at an advantageous position at the G20
summit to negotiate its double taxation avoidance agreements. India shall take the
opportunity that will be provided by this agreement as India’s double tax avoidance
agreements have not been signed by many countries in the west with which India has
been negotiating for years.
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GS PAPER – III
INTERNAL SECURITY
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TOPIC: TERRORISM THREAT TO INDIA
36. Science and Technology has as much potential to exacerbate
as it does to mitigate the risk of terrorism. Analyse.

APPROACH




Briefly write about relationship between technology and terrorism.
Throw light on technology as a tool to exacerbate the risk of terrorism.
Mention how technology is a tool to mitigate the risk of terrorism.
Intro:
 Suggest how technology should be regulated to use it effectively.
While the many benefits of the technology are self-evident, it is one of the strategic
factors driving the increasing use of the Internet by terrorist organizations and their
supporters for a wide range of purposes, including recruitment, financing,
propaganda, training and incitement to commit acts of terrorism.

Technology can be used to exacerbate the risk of terrorism as:


Cyber terrorism: It refers to unlawful attacks and threats of attacks against
computers, networks and the information stored therein when done to
intimidate or coerce a government or its people in furtherance of political or
social objectives.



Social media: Social media has changed the way individuals radicalize and plan
attacks. It offers more opportunities to become radicalized and accelerate the
speed with which radicalized individuals mobilize. The Islamic State best
capitalized on the new technologically driven landscape by remotely inspiring
and directing attacks.



Encrypted communication: These technologies enable the extremist groups to
focus on conveying their cause and forming a community of support that
transcended geographical borders. Technologies like VPN anonymise the
internet activity of the user thereby preventing law enforcement from tracking
their movement and intentions.

Other strategic technologies:




3D printing: There have been attacks which point to another potentially
dangerous use of innovative technology like the use of 3D printers to fabricate
homemade guns that can be used in terrorist attacks.
Artificial intelligence: The fear of terrorists using ‘AI killer robots’ runs parallel to
the discussion on the use of them in the military.
Crypto-currencies: Anonymity provided by the use of crypto currencies has
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helped terrorist organizations in quick raising and easy distribution of funds for
carrying out their plans. Technology can be used as tool to mitigate the risk of
terrorism as:


Border management: Comprehensive Integrated Border Management System
(CIBMS) provides for Microwave communication, Digital Mobile Radio
communication, Optical Fibre cables, day and night surveillance cameras, and
intrusion detection systems. These modern gadgets alerts BSF control rooms
and enables Quick Reaction Teams to prevent any possibility of Illegal Cross
Border Crimes.



Defence technology: Technologies like fighter jets, drones, missiles, machine
guns etc. have played a key role in surveillance, and mitigation of terrorist
activities.

New, Emerging & Strategic Technologies:
1. Algorithms: The Internet content of terrorists is detected and deleted faster
than ever as 15-20 minutes is enough to detect and remove such content due to
machine algorithms.
2. Quantum computing: Quantum computing coupled with the use of AI has
accelerated information processing thereby helping in terrorist tracing.
3. Data analytics: It is based on the model that harnesses data from multiple social
media sources in order to detect terrorist activities by using Big Data Analytics.

Conclusion:
The new emerging technologies and complexities in regulating them need much more
integrated efforts like exchange of expert’s knowledge on technologies across the
globe with all developed and developing countries coming on same platform to fight
against terrorism. However, it is important to know that what takes place in the digital
space is merely symptomatic of structural and governance challenges in the physical
space and the appropriate response to terrorism lies first and foremost in the politics
of governance rather than in the medium of technology.
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TOPIC: ORGANIZED CRIME
37. How does illegal trans-border migration pose a threat to
India’s security? Discuss the strategies to curb this, bringing
out the factors which give impetus to such migration.

APPROACH





Introduction: Contextual introduction about trans-border migration
Discuss how illegal trans-border migration is a threat to India’s security.
Mention various factors which give impetus to illegal immigration and
strategies to curb this.
Conclusion. Way forward.

Intro:
Illegal migration refers to the migration of people across national borders in a way
that violates the immigration laws of the destination country. India has been
witnessing immigration since independence. People who have faced religious and
political persecution, economic and social discrimination, cultural repression and curbs
on personal freedom have made India their home. Of all kinds of migration, illegal
migration has become the most volatile and contentious issue in Indian polity today
because of the socio-political conflicts it has brought in its wake.
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Illegal trans-border migration- a threat to India’s security:
1. Clashes due to Insecurity: Illegal migration has resulted in periodic clashes
between the citizens of India and migrants, leading to their loss of life and
property, and thereby violating their constitutional rights. This has led to a
feeling of dissatisfaction and anger among locals against immigrants and state
for not taking any action against migrants.
2. Disturbance in Law and Order: The rule of law and integrity of the country are
undermined by the illegal migrants who are engaged in illegal and anti-national
activities, such as entering the country fraudulently acquiring identity cards,
exercising voting rights in India and resorting to trans-border smuggling and
other crimes.
3. Rise of Militancy: The persistent attacks against the Muslims perceived as illegal
migrants in Assam has given way to radicalisation within certain sections of the
Muslim community. The formation of militant organisations, such as the Muslim
United Liberation Tigers of Assam (MULTA) is a threat to national security.
4. Human trafficking: In the recent decades, trafficking of women and human
smuggling have become quite rampant across the borders. The Centre for
Women and Children Studies estimated that 27,000 Bangladeshis have been
forced into prostitution in India. Poverty and hunger forces either the parents to
sell the girls to traffickers or the girls themselves leave home and fall prey to
traffickers.
5. Terrorism: Marginalization of the indigenous peoples in their own states as a
result of demographic pressure exerted by immigrants had given rise to many
protest movements in the region. An off-shoot of such movements is the
emergence of many insurgent groups in the states like Tripura and Assam that
created internal security problems for the Government. The influx of foreign
nationals also created deep security concerns mainly in view of infiltration by the
Islamic terrorists to foment trouble within India. Existence of many Islamic
terrorist groups and collusive networks in Assam adds alarming dimension to
India’s security problem.

Factors which give impetus to illegal immigration:
1. Political Factors: Political factors have been one of the major reasons in forcing
the Bangladeshi and Pakistani Hindus out of the country and into India. Besides
riots and war, discriminatory land laws were another region for immigration. At
the same time, availability of land, better economic opportunities, education and
health facilities and a similar cultural landscape have attracted these migrants to
settle in India.
2. Religious Discrimination: In Bangladesh, the already discriminatory land laws
were further manipulated by vested interest groups and corrupt administrators
to dispossess and alienate the Hindus from their own land and property. Religion
has a particular effect in the case of the Rohingya Crisis.
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3. Growing Population: Growing population creates greater demands on resources
such as land, food, energy, water and forest products, and their consequent
overuse results in deterioration of quality. This process, in turn, encourages
inequality in resource distribution among the rich and poor as the rich corner
them and deny the poor their share.
4. Stagnant Economic Growth and Lack of Employment: Industrialisation in India’s
neighbouring countries has not been able to keep pace with the growing labour
force and as a result, the unemployment rate is declining. The working-age
people who are unable to find jobs in the country look outside for employment
opportunities.
5. Porous Borders: India shares a long and porous international border with
Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan. The border traverses a range of natural and
cultural landscapes, which pose a challenge to its effective management.

Strategies to curb illegal immigration:
1. Tighter Border Controls: The first step towards addressing the issue of illegal
migration is not to allow persons to cross the international border without
authorisation. For this purpose, border controls need to be made tighter to deter
aliens from illegally crossing the borders.
2. Strengthening Border Surveillance: Despite experiencing continuous illegal
migration, India’s border had remained poorly guarded. While some efforts for
strengthening border controls along the border were envisaged, no concrete
steps were taken to secure the border against illegal migration. Augmenting the
presence of the BSF along the border to effectively man the border is an
important step towards better border surveillance.
3. Border Fencing: Border fencing as a potential tool to prevent illegal migration.
The international border shall be made secure against future infiltration by
erection of physical barriers like barbed wire fencing and other obstacles at
appropriate places. Further roads should be constructed to facilitate patrolling
by the security forces and all effective measures should be undertaken to
prevent infiltrators crossing or attempting to cross the international border.

Conclusion:
Illegal migration into India has continued unabated since independence. As lakhs of
undocumented migrants fleeing either politico-religious persecution or economic
deprivation crossed the border and settled in the border states of India, it created
conflict between the host population and the immigrants. Thus, it is important to
tackle the issue of illegal migration very carefully in order to safeguards India’s
interests.
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TOPIC : SOCIAL MEDIA AND INTERNAL SECURITY THREAT
38. With adequate examples, explain how fake news can be a
threat to national security. What measures can be taken to
counter this threat?

APPROACH




Briefly explain the meaning of fake news.
Discuss the potential of fake news in affecting national security.
List the measures to counter threat of fake news.
 Conclude appropriately.
Intro:
Fake news refers to false or misleading information presented as authentic news to
misinform and deceive readers. The objective is to influence the readers’ views, push
a political agenda or cause confusion amongst the public. Fake news can be in the
form of state sponsored misinformation campaigns, commercially driven sensational
content, biased news, misleading headings and satire or parody.
With technological development and increased access to the internet, the spread of
fake news has gained momentum in recent times.

CAUSES:
1. Lack of media integrity: Major cause of spreading fake news is lack of integrity
among some media persons on both social media and traditional media,
sometimes even media persons spread the news without any cross checking
from authentic sources for making sensation and increasing TRP.
2. Sensationalism: Fake news are generally sensational in nature hence some
media platforms use them to increase their TRP on television and revenue on
platforms like YouTube.
3. No proper regulation and law: Though traditional media has regulatory
organisations like Press trust of India, broadcaster associations etc but Social
media which is the biggest spreader of fake news is not properly regulated yet
though the government recently tried to make rules for social media regulations
but it is not fully implemented yet.
4. Lack of awareness: Lack of awareness about how to check authenticity of
sources and lack of digital literacy is making people fall in trap of this news.
5. Confirmation bias: Various studies have found that people generally do not care
about finding the truth behind fake news, instead they try to find evidence to
defend their biased view strongly.
6. Increasing use of Internet: Increasing use of the internet and social media have
increasing intensity of creating and spreading fake news.
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It has the potential to become a threat to national security in
following manner:
1. Disturbing law and order: Fake news in the wake of violence, disaster or
terrorist attack creates social turmoil, put public life to a halt and creates a law
and order situation. For instance, in March 2020 false rumours of violence
sparked panic among people in various parts of Delhi and even led to temporary
shutdown of few metro stations.
2. Promotes mob culture in society: Using fake news for creating hatred, polarizing
public opinion, inciting extremism and hate speech ultimately undermines
people’s trust in the public institutions and processes. For example- viral false
messages about child kidnappers on WhatsApp has led to killing of two dozen
innocent people by fearful mobs.
3. Aggravating existing social divisions/tensions: Spreading misinformation to
inflame the existing social conflicts in the society like ethnic or communal can
create tension and violence. For instance a fake video shared on WhatsApp
resulted in communal riots in 2013 leading to the death of 62 people and
displacement of 50,000 people in Western Uttar Pradesh.
4. State sponsored disinformation campaign: Run by the nations against their
rivals with the aims of destabilizing them through subversion of societies and
democratic processes including elections. For example- the Russian authorities
have been accused of interfering with state elections in Europe and America.

MEASURES TAKEN BY GOVERNMENT AND MEASURES NEED
TO TAKE:


Surveillance: Social media lab set up by Mumbai police to keep track of issues
discussed by netizens so that appropriate preventive action can be taken if
something is suspicious.



Regulatory Measures: Government recently came up with rules for social media
with provisions like grievances redressal officer, time-bounded redressal
mechanism, providing information regarding originator of information to
regulate social media.



Educating Users: The Central government is also focusing on digital literacy with
its various programmes like National digital literacy mission to make the young
generation aware of social media and other digital platform.

According to a Microsoft study, 64 percent of Indians encountered fake news online.
These figures pose huge challenge for the authorities and necessities the
implementation of effective measures to counter the threats paused by fake news:
1. Create adequate legal framework: Apart from, limited period internet
shutdowns or blocking or deleting the accounts of culprits, the government
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should enact law to prevent circulation of fake news affecting national security
as done by Singapore which passed Protection from Online Falsehood and
Manipulation Act (POFMA) in 2019.
2. Fixing accountability of intermediaries: Enforcing legal provisions to fix
responsibilities of search engines and social messaging platforms such as
WhatsApp, Twitter, YouTube and Facebook. Further, social media houses should
undertake voluntary measures to curb the menace of fake news.
3. Initiate education and awareness campaign: Educating people especially
children about the misuse of social media and enabling them to identify fake
news and prevent its recycling.
4. International partnerships: India should partner with like-minded countries like
Singapore to counter fake news on an international level. The signing of the
“Christchurch Call to Action” declaration by India is a step in the right direction.

Conclusion:
The government should also make use of existing provisions of the IT (Amendment)
Act 2008 in respect of monitoring and blocking websites which spread
misinformation. The Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital
Media Ethics Code) Rules 2021, which have been framed in exercise of powers under
section 87 (2) of the Information Technology Act, 2000 and in supersession of the
earlier Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines) Rules 2011, are a step in this
direction.
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TOPIC: VARIOUS SECURITY FORCES AND THEIR MANDATE
39. The Central Armed Police Forces are in urgent need of an
overhaul to address the multifarious challenges that they
are facing. Discuss.

APPROACH



Give a brief overview of the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF).
Write various problems faced by the CAPF to highlight need for overhaul.

Conclude on the basis of the above points.
Intro:
The Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) refers to a uniform nomenclature of seven
security forces in India i.e. the Border Security Force (BSF), Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police
(ITBP), Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB), Assam Rifles and National Security Guard (NSG).
They come under the Ministry of Home Affairs and perform various functions such as
guarding of borders, security of sensitive establishments, counter terrorist and antiNaxal operations etc.
These forces currently face several issues due to which it is recognised that an
overhaul is required. These include:
1. Personnel:


There is high attrition in the CAPF mostly due to unregulated deployment of
personnel and job discontentment. The number of personnel opting for
voluntary retirement schemes in the CAPF rose to around 450% in 2016-17 as
compared to the previous year according to the Home Ministry.



There is a lack of promotional avenues for CAPF personnel as IPS officers enjoy
a de facto monopoly on the leadership of the forces despite having limited
experience of leading them. There is an acute stagnation in the all cadres of
CAPF, which in turn, is affecting the morale and efficiency of the forces and
reflects lack of foresight, planning, and proactive estimation of future
vacancies.



CAPF face discrimination with regard to pay parity in comparison with their
counterparts in the armed forces and ‘Group A Organised Services’. It was only
recently in 2019 that the CAPF personnel were granted ‘non-functional
upgradation’, which is given to ‘Group A Organised Services’.

2. Infrastructure:


There is lack of effective arms and ammunitions such as bullet-proof jackets,
modern arms, surveillance equipment, armoured vehicles etc. for CAPF
personnel. They also work without proper standard operating procedures.
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There is haphazard expansion of CAPF forces, which adds to the infrastructural
burden.



Budget outlays allocated for capacity augmentation of the CAPF are
inadequate.



Further, the procurement process under the ‘Modernization Plan’ of the CAPF
is cumbersome and time consuming.



There is a need to upgrade the curriculum and infrastructure in CAPF training
institutes. Further, the personnel need to be adequately trained in emerging
threats such as cyber security.

3. Service conditions:


According to the NCRB data, as many as 2,200 CAPF personnel died in
accidents and suicides from 2014-2018. The Ministry of Home Affairs has
revealed that suicides are mostly committed due to lack of stability, loneliness
and domestic strife.



The forces are burdened due to indifference of superiors, lack of timely
sanctioned leave and basic medical facilities. Further, they work in harsh
conditions without any standard rotation policy. For instance, the ITBP
personnel are posted in snow-bound areas all year round.



There is absence of in-house grievance redressal mechanisms, due to which,
sometimes, personnel take to social media to complain about poor housing
and working conditions.



There has been heavy dependence by states on central forces even for day-today law and order issues. Continuous deployment leaves less time for rest and
recuperation and adds to their frustration.

Conclusion:
The challenges faced by the CAPF personnel need to be adequately addressed and
independent bodies should periodically review their service conditions. Further, there
should be effective grievance redressal mechanisms for the personnel and they
should be given timely promotion and adequate remuneration.
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TOPIC: BASICS OF CYBER SECURITY
40. Initiatives like NATGRID and CCTNS can play a key role in
building the resilience of India's internal security apparatus
but certain challenges still need to be addressed in this
regard. Discuss.

APPROACH


Give a brief context behind conceptualization of initiatives like NATGRID and
CCTNS.
 Discuss improvements in security apparatus of India which are expected from
NATGRID and CCTNS.
Intro:
 Discuss the challenges that plague implementation of NATGRID and CCTNS.
 Conclude with a way forward.
India’s internal security remains vulnerable to various challenges – terrorism, border
incursions, organised crime, secessionist movements, naxalism etc. The 2008 Mumbai
terror attack highlighted various issues in India’s security architecture, such as- lack of
actionable intelligence and coordination among multiple agencies etc. In this context,
NATGRID (an integrated intelligence grid to collect data from 21 organisations) and
CCTNS (to establish seamless connectivity among more than 15000 police stations of
India) projects were started.

NATGRID and CCTNS are expected to boost security apparatus of
India in following ways:
• Improved coordination among agencies: India has around a dozen intelligence
agencies, each having its own database that largely worked in isolation.
NATGRID will help in better coordination among them. While CCTNS will create a
central database facilitating information sharing on crime and criminals at
national level.
• Providing real time data: It will help to collate scattered information into a
transparent, accessible, integrated grid providing actionable intelligence and do
away with the inefficiencies associated with information asymmetries.
• Tackling evolving threats: Use of social media and other platforms for
recruitment and propaganda by terrorist groups can be tackled through
constant monitoring on such platforms.
• Inadequate modernisation of the forces: These projects will lead to fill the gap in
the adoption of modern technology in security agencies vis-à-vis hostile
elements for communications and other purposes and big data will help in
tracking hostile activities.
• Citizen friendly police: It will make the police functioning citizen friendly and
more transparent by automating the functioning of the police stations.
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Despite initiation of these projects, the Pathankot terrorist attack again highlighted
lapses on the part of various agencies. Several challenges need to be addressed for
effective implementation of these projects:
• Lack of consensus among various ministries: Ministries including Defence are
wary of putting all information under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Home
Affairs under NATGRID.
• Coordination and cooperation among different agencies like IB, NIA, state
agencies: A smooth coordination and communication of decision and well
acceptance of the same by different agencies is necessary for the NATGRID to
remain functional.
• Financial constraints: CCTNS received no financial allocation for two
consecutive budgets for 2014-15 and 2015-16, hampering the progress of the
project. While CCTNS was designed to be used in conjunction with the e-prisons
system, the integration has not been successful.
• Misuse of database and breach of privacy: It can be used for surveillance
purposes compromising individual privacy leaking personal information and even
violating national sovereignty. For example – issue of Snowden files in the USA.

Conclusion:
As India faces a number of security challenges, projects like NATGRID and CCTNS can
help boost her security apparatus. However, success of these projects will require
India to take various steps including mitigating concerns around misuse of data,
bringing a comprehensive privacy law, parliamentary oversight over functioning of
these agencies and regular audits to improve accountability and credibility of this
mechanism.
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GS PAPER – III
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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41. Define nuclear fusion reaction. And give a brief note
regarding ITER project and its objective?

APPROACH
 Introduction: write what is meant by nuclear fusion and project ITER
 Body: give a detail note on ITER project
 Conclusion: how ITER going to support in development of fusion reactors in
future

Intro:
Nuclear fusion reaction
Fusion occurs when two atoms slam together to form a heavier atom, like when two
hydrogen atoms fuse to form one helium atom.

Advantages of nuclear fusion reaction


Long-term, sustainable, economic and safe energy source for electricity
generation.



Fusion doesn't emit harmful toxins like carbon dioxide or other greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere. Its major by-product is helium: an inert, non-toxic
gas.



Nuclear fusion reactors produce no high activity, long-lived nuclear waste.
The activation of components in a fusion reactor is low enough for the
materials to be recycled or reused within 100 years.

About project ITER


ITER ("The Way" in Latin) is one of the most ambitious energy projects in the
world today.



ITER will be the first fusion device to maintain fusion for long periods of time.
And ITER will be the first fusion device to test the integrated technologies,
materials, and physics regimes necessary for the commercial production of
fusion-based electricity.



ITER was set in motion at the Geneva Superpower Summit in November 1985,
when the idea of a collaborative international project to develop fusion.
In ITER, fusion will be achieved in a tokamak device that uses magnetic fields
to contain and control the hot plasma.
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The plasma particles are heated—that is, sped up—by different types of
auxiliary heating methods.



The fusion between deuterium and tritium (DT) nuclei produces one helium
nucleus, one neutron, and great amounts of energy.



Inside, under the influence of extreme heat and pressure, gaseous hydrogen
fuel becomes a plasma—a hot, electrically charged gas. In a star as in a fusion
device, plasmas provide the environment in which light elements can fuse
and yield energy.



The amount of fusion energy a tokamak is capable of producing is a direct
result of the number of fusion reactions taking place in its core.



In ITER, this heat will be captured by cooling water circulating in the vessel
walls and eventually dispersed through cooling towers.



In the type of fusion power plant envisaged for the second half of this
century, the heat will be used to produce steam and—by way of turbines and
alternators—electricity.

What will ITER do?
i.

Produce 500 MW of fusion power

ii.

Demonstrate the integrated operation of technologies for a fusion power
plant

iii.

Achieve a deuterium-tritium plasma in which the reaction is sustained
through internal heating

iv.

Test tritium breeding

v.

Demonstrate the safety characteristics of a fusion device
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42. Recently James Webb telescope made a success by sending
colourful images of galaxies? Write about the James Webb
telescope and its importance?

APPROACH
 Introduction: write about james web telescope
 Body : importance of james webb
 Conclusion: write the future plans and conclude

Intro:
James webb telescope is the most powerful infrared telescope of National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). It is also considered a successor of
the Hubble Telescope and will extend and complement its discoveries.
The telescope is the result of an international collaboration between NASA, the
European Space Agency (ESA) and the Canadian Space Agency.
Webb will reveal new and unexpected discoveries, and help humanity understand
the origins of the universe and our place in it.

Objectives of the telescope:


The telescope will study the atmospheres of a wide diversity of exoplanets.



It will also search for atmospheres similar to Earth’s, and for the signatures of
key substances such as methane, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and
complex organic molecules, in hopes of finding the building blocks of life.



To search for the first galaxies that formed after the Big Bang.



To determine how galaxies evolved from their earlier formation until now.



To observe the formation of stars from the first stages to the formation of
planetary systems.



To measure the physical and chemical properties of planetary systems and
investigate the potential for life in such systems.

Recent images shared and its importance
Carina Nebula, WASP-96 b (spectrum data), Southern Ring Nebula and Stephen’s
Quintet are the recent images shared by james.
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The image of the Southern Ring Nebula captured the “final performance” of a
dying star. The image of Stephan’s Quintet shed new light on the evolution of
galaxies and black holes with the galaxies in a “galactic dance” or cosmic
proportions with each other.
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43. Write the role nuclear technology in various fields and
important steps taken by government in usage of nuclear
technology?

APPROACH
 Introduction: write about isotopes
 Body: write about application of nuclear technology
 Conclusion: conclude by writing about government initiative

About isotopes


In nuclear technology the game changers are isotopes.



Isotopes are two or more types of atoms that have the same atomic number
and position in the periodic table, and that differ in nucleon numbers due to
different numbers of neutrons in their nuclei.



U235, U238, U239 are isotopes of Uranium. Similarly C13, C14 are isotopes of
carbon. The addition of even one neutron can dramatically change an
isotope’s properties.



Isotopes have unique properties, and these properties make them useful in
diagnostics and treatment applications. They are important in nuclear
medicine, oil and gas exploration, basic research, and national security.

Applications in various fields
Agriculture:
i.

Nuclear applications in agriculture rely on the use of isotopes and radiation
techniques to combat pests and diseases, increase crop production, protect
land and water resources, ensure food safety and authenticity, and increase
livestock production.

ii. Nuclear technology can be effectively used in livestock reproduction, breeding,
artificial insemination and disease control programmes.
iii. Nuclear and related technologies have made a difference in improving
livestock productivity, controlling and preventing transboundary animal
diseases and protecting the environment.
iv. Nuclear techniques are now used in many countries to help maintain healthy
soil and water systems.
v. The nuclear-derived sterile insect technique (SIT) involves mass-rearing and
sterilizing male insects before releasing them over pest-infested areas. The
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technique suppresses and gradually eliminates already established pests or
prevents the introduction of invasive species – and is safer for the environment
and human health than conventional pesticides.

Environment:


Nuclear technology in recent days plays pivotal role in various pollution
control programme. Ionizing radiation provides fast and effective sewage
and sludge water treatment.



Gamma radiation and electron beam useful in disinfection of harmful
pathogen and disintegration of toxic organic pollutant.



Heavy metals are those minerals whose relative density is more than
5gm/cm3. Along with nutrients and organic matter the sewage sludge also
contains heavy metal contaminants. The heavy metals results in
contamination of soil as well as enters the food chain.



The technique of irradiation helps in reducing the level of heavy metals in
sewage water.



Radioactive isotopes, stable isotopes and neutron moisture meters can be
used in environmental studies.

Medicine


99mTc-Technetium based radiopharmaceuticals: For diagnosing diseases
related to all the important organs of the body comprising cerebral,
myocardial, renal, liver, lung, etc. and for cancer detection.



18F- fluorine based diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals: PET based products for
diagnosis of cancer, cardiac and neuro diseases.



220 Nuclear medicine centres are currently operational in India which employ
above radioactive products for medical applications.
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44. Why is India’s space industry looking for private sector
investment? Comment.

APPROACH
 Introduction: start with a data sheet about space industry
 Body : in detail write about the importance of need of private players
 Conclusion : conclude by writing about steps taken

Intro:


Importance of enhancing space technology would be beneficial to bolster
connectivity and combat climate-related implications through a more secure
and effective means.



The economy of a nation is directly or indirectly linked with space technology
in many ways. Investment in this arena would foster positive carryover
effects to other sectors as well.



India is the sixth-largest player in the industry internationally having 3.6% of
the world’s space-tech companies.



But when compared to other developed nations this share is too low. The
Indian Space Industry was valued at $7 billion in 2019 and aspires to grow to
$50 billion by 2024.

Indian private space industries focus:


Indian private space startups registered with ISRO mainly focusing on
projects related to space debris management. As space becomes more
congested with satellites, the technology would thus help in managing ‘space
junk’.

Role of IN-SPACE


The task of IN-SPACE is promoting, authorizing and licensing private players
to carry out space activities. As an oversight and regulatory body, it is
responsible for devising mechanisms to offer sharing of technology,
expertise, and facilities free of cost (if feasible) to promote non-government
private entities (NGPEs).



ISRO shares its expertise in matters pertaining to quality and reliability
protocols, documentations and testing procedure through IN-SPACe’s
‘interface mechanism’.
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NewSpace India Ltd (NSIL), is mandated to transfer the matured
technologies developed by the ISRO to Indian industries. All of them are
under the purview of the Ministry of Defence.



Private sector’s involvement in the long term, as with other commercial
sectors, is believed to help spur investment and expertise in the realm which
is capital-intensive and demands high technology.
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45. What are the challenges before India in fiberisation of
India’s 5G. Can satellite communication help in 5G
deployment and improve network backhaul.

APPROACH
 Introduction: define what is meant by fiberisation
 Body: write the importance of fiberisation
 Conclusion : conclude by writing about how satellite based communication can
support 5G deployment

What is fabrication?
The process of connecting radio towers with each other via optical fibre cables is
called fiberisation. It helps provide full utilisation of network capacity, and carry
large amounts of data once 5G services are rolled out. It will also aid in providing
additional bandwidth and stronger backhaul support.
The backhaul is a component of the larger transport that is responsible for carrying
data across the network. It represents the part of the network that connects the
core of the network to the edge. As a result, fibre backhaul remains an important
part of transport across all telecoms.

Need For Fiberisation


Fibre-based media, commonly called optical media, provides almost infinite
bandwidth and coverage, low latency and high insulation from interference.
With 5G, it will also be necessary to increase the density of mobile towers to
provide better coverage to consumers and businesses.



In India, currently only 33% of the towers are fiberised, compared to the 65%70% in South Korea and 80%-90% in the U.S., Japan and China.

Challenges before India in fabrication:


To reach the targeted level of fiberisation, India requires about 2.2 lakh crore
of investment to help fiberise 70% towers.



Government programmes like BharatNet and Smart Cities will further add to
the demand of fibre deployment, necessitating a complete tower
fiberisation.
One of the biggest issues in the way of fiberisation remains the Right of Way
(RoW) rules.
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The rules aim to incorporate nominal one-time compensation and uniform
procedure for establishment of Overground Telegraph Line (OTL) anywhere
in the country.



These rules have not been properly adopted by many states and central
ministries.

Use of satellite based communication in deployment of 5G


Satellite communication can provide high-capacity backhaul connectivity to
large numbers of edge servers over wide areas, thereby complementing the
terrestrial network with cost-effective scalability, according to a report by
Intelsat, a satellite service provider.



Satellite communication can facilitate 5G broadband connectivity to
underserved areas where it is not feasible to deploy terrestrial infrastructure
like remote villages, islands or mountainous regions.



Satellite-based networks are the only means for delivering 5G broadband to
users on board moving vessels, including cars, ships, airplanes and highspeed trains.



Space-based broadcast capabilities support over-the-air software updates for
connected cars anywhere in the world.



Space-based backhaul will also provide disaster relief services, support
emergency response teams as well as deliver broadband connectivity.



The low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites will be well-suited to offer not only
backhaul, but also direct connectivity.
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